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The upgrade question

Before you read the cover
feature, I want to make one
thing clear. We’re not saying

you shouldn’t upgrade to
Windows 8. But we are saying that
Windows 7 is such a good
operating system that if you’re
happy with it, we can’t think of any
compelling reasons why you
should abandon it.
Three years ago, when Windows

7 launched, we encouraged you
to upgrade because the
improvement over Vista was
immense.
I know Web User readers see

through the Microsoft hype, and

won’t just buy the latest operating
system for the sake of it. So this
fortnight we’ll show you ways to
improve what you already use,
whether it’s XP, Vista or Windows
7. In the next issue, we’ll review
Windows 8, and help you decide
whether it is
indeed time to
upgrade.

Daniel Booth
Editor
daniel_booth
@dennis.co.uk

GET THE FREE WEB
USER NEWSLETTER

Go to www.webuser.co.uk/newsletter
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WE LIKE...

BT’s new fibre
cabinets

Another 163 new

exchanges will be added to BT’s

fibre-broadband rollout, delivering

fast connections to towns including

Airdrie, Skegness and Torquay.

Intelligent camera
A new wearable

camera, the Autographer,

decides for itself when to take

photos, picking moments it thinks

will make great snaps. It goes on

sale in November priced £399.

WE DON’T LIKE...

TalkTalk
complaints

The ISP is still the most complained-

about broadband provider, says

Ofcom, topping the list since it was

first published in 2010. Virgin Media

received the fewest complaints.

Censorship in Iran
It’s sad that Iranian

authorities now censor

access to Google and Gmail,

although many Iranians simply use

VPNs to get round the restrictions.

1How to import iTunes music into

Amazon’s Cloud Player page 13

2How to share encrypted files

between two PCs over the web

using a USB device page 22

3How to add tabs to Windows

Explorer’s file manager using

free software page 36

4How to schedule your PC so it

doesn’t interrupt downloads by

shutting down page 60

5How to create a master password

for Firefox that works on your PC

and phone page 62
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B
urnAware Free 5 has all the disc-

authoring options you’ll ever need,

covering CDs, DVDs, Blu-rays and

back-up discs. It’s very easy to use and

the main options are accessible through

its brand new, more intuitive front screen.

It’s now also faster and more reliable.

For tasks such as disc-to-disc copying

and audio ripping, there are commercial

Home and Professional versions available,

priced at $29.95 (around £19) and $39.95

(£25) respectively.

The free edition comes bundled with

the AVG browser toolbar, so be sure to

select the custom option when installing

if you want to avoid it.

BurnAware Free 5 | bit.ly/burn302

5You can create an audio CD in the

same way. Just drag your music

tracks to the window 1 (it supports a

range of audio formats, including MP3),

and the program will show you how

much space they’ll take up on the disc. 2

Tracks will be converted to CD audio as

they are written.

1BurnAware’s interface lets you choose

which type of project to create. There

are 13 choices, sorted into four

categories: Data, 1 Multimedia, 2 Disc

Images 3 and Utilities. 4 Select one and

the program will open that component in

a new window. You can have several

windows open at the same time.

2 If you want to burn a data disc, select

that option and drag your files onto

the window. The disc icon 1 gives a

visual representation of how much space

remains, with the exact figure displayed

alongside it. 2 Use the drop-down box 3

to change the type of disc.

3You can alter the write speed 1 and

have the program remember your

preference by ticking the box beside it. 2

The Refresh button 3 manually updates

the list of items to burn. There’s also

information about the disc 4 and further

options 5 available. Click Burn 6 to start

writing.

Wayne Williams looks at the latest version of the
free disc-writing software for all types of CDs,
DVDs and Blu-ray discs

4The Options window can perform a

test write 1 and choose what the

program should do once the disc has

been written. 2 You can change the

name, date and description on the disc in

the Labels tab. 3 The Recorder tab 4 is

where you can adjust the write speed

and buffer size.

1

2

3

4 1

2

3

2

2
2

3

3

4

4

5

6

1

1

1
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6Right-click an audio track and select

CD-Text to change the song’s

information. 1 You can change the

length of pause between tracks. 2 Click

the Disc tab 3 to fill in the album title

and other details.

7 If you’ve downloaded an image file,

such as the release preview version

of Windows 8, you can write its contents

directly to disc by selecting Burn Image

from the menu. Click the Browse button
1 and navigate to the .ISO or .CUE file.

Select it, choose the type of disc to write

to and click Burn. 2

8You can also create your own disc

image. ‘Copy to Image’ will make an

image file from the disc currently in the

drive, while Make ISO produces an image

from a selection of files, and can also

create a bootable disc. If you’re not sure

what type of file system to use, select the

default choice at the top. 1

SETTINGS
You can have the program

check for updates as it
launches. You can also tell it

to close the main window
once you’ve picked a

disc project

SIDEBAR
This bar lets you quickly add

additional files, go to the
parent folder, make a

subfolder, and rename or
remove items

DVD-VIDEO
BurnAware can produce discs
for playing on standalone DVD
players, but you’ll need to copy
the files from an existing DVD
because it can’t convert video

files directly to the format

ERASE DISC
If you’re using rewriteable

media, you can use this option
to wipe a disc (quick erase) or

format it (complete erase)

2

3

1

1

2

1
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NEEDTOKNOW
Top news stories and how they affect you

What happened?
Security experts have advised internet

users to switch to Chrome or Firefox

after a flaw was discovered in Internet

Explorer 9 and earlier versions of

Microsoft’s browser. The vulnerability is

known as a ‘zero-day flaw’, which can be

exploited by hackers before developers

have spotted it. In this instance,

criminals could have used the flaw to

infect a PC, merely by getting a user to

visit a malicious website.

In response to the flaw, Microsoft

initially told people to install its

Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit

(bit.ly/emet302) and set security

settings at their highest levels. However,

installing the toolkit is a complicated

process that may be confusing to many

users, and the high security settings

could block some safe sites.

Instead, security experts suggested IE

users should simply switch to another

browser. “For consumers, it might be

easier to simply click on Chrome,” said

McAfee’s Dave Marcus. Trend Micro’s

Paul Ferguson said: “There are other

browsers that people can use until the

problem gets fixed.”

Microsoft then issued a simpler

provisional fix to protect users while it

worked on a final emergency patch,

which has now been released. Microsoft

normally only releases security patches

once a month, so releasing an ‘out of

band’ solution highlights the severity of

the flaw. However, Microsoft said only a

“small number” of users were affected.

The flaw hasn’t affected Microsoft’s

latest browser, IE10, which is included in

Windows 8. However, a separate

problem involving Adobe Flash Player in

IE10 was also patched, as well as other

non-disclosed security flaws in IE9.

How will it affect you?
Microsoft issued the patch within days,

working quickly to protect IE users.

Although this was a serious flaw, users

were only left unprotected for a week. If

you have Windows Update switched on,

your PC should be automatically

protected, and you may have noticed

your computer unexpectedly restart to

install the update.

If you’re already a Firefox or Chrome

user, feel free to feel a bit smug. These

zero-day security panics rarely hit your

browser, and security experts see both

Chrome and Firefox as safer than

Internet Explorer.

What do we think?
Yet another security flaw in IE may make

you ask yourself why you’re not using

Chrome or Firefox, which is a good

question. No browser is completely

secure, but IE gets hit by more public

zero-day flaws than its rivals.

Chrome is well-respected for its

security, with Google offering payouts

to security researchers who find flaws.

Earlier this year, Chrome was

successfully attacked in a hacking

contest, after years of staying secure.

While Microsoft should be applauded

for taking swift action, it needs to make

it easier for users to deal with security

alerts. Telling users to download, install

and configure a complicated toolkit is

asking a lot, when they could just as

easily install a new browser.

‘Use Chrome instead of IE’
say security experts
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Discuss web news at forum.webuser.co.uk

What happened?
London has been handed

£25m in broadband

funding by the government

to boost the rollout of

super-fast connections. In

total, £114m was handed

out to major UK cities, with

the next highest amount,

£14.4m, going to a joint bid

from Leeds and Bradford.

The government’s goal is

for cities to see speeds of

80Mbps by 2015.

How will it affect
you?
If you live in London or one

of the other winning cities

– Belfast, Birmingham,

Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh,

Manchester and Newcastle

– you should see faster

broadband, sooner. The

project will also pay for BT

to run fibre broadband to

areas it previously deemed

unprofitable, so if you’re in

one of those communities,

you have reason to

celebrate.

What do we think?
It’s difficult to understand

just what the government

London gets
biggest slice of
broadband money

is thinking with this

London-focused

investment. Larger ISPs,

including BT and Virgin, are

already rolling out super-

fast fibre connections in

London and other cities,

while smaller competitors

are offering these lines to

businesses willing to pay

for upgrades. Not every

part of London gets

80Mbps broadband, but

many already get the same

or faster. This number is

increasing as infrastructure

switches to fibre lines.

But, once again, the

government has focused

on London at the expense

of rural areas, where many

homes and businesses

struggle to receive 2Mbps,

which is the national target

the government aims to hit

by 2015. That £114m kitty

could do a lot to boost

rural speeds. With

decisions like this, it’s no

wonder that groups like

the Country Land and

Business Association have

said the rural broadband

plans are “very unlikely”

to succeed.

What happened?
Facebook will turn off facial-

recognition on uploaded

photos by 15 October across

the EU, after a complaint

from the Irish Data Protection

Commissioner. Currently, the

tool automatically suggests

friends for you to tag in

photos you add to the site.

Facebook hopes

to turn the

technology back

on once it has

tweaked the

system so it

doesn’t raise

privacy fears.

How will it affect you?
It all depends on whether you

think facial-recognition is an

invasion of privacy, and how

many photos you upload to

Facebook. For people who

upload a lot of photos, the

Facebook to suspend
facial-recognition

tool was an extremely useful

time-saving shortcut. But

others don’t like the idea of

having their name suggested

as a ‘tag’ when a friend adds

a photo.

What do we think?
It’s good to see a privacy

watchdog stand up to

Facebook’s

arrogance. We’re

fans of the social

network, and love

using it to talk to

readers (www.

facebook.com/

webusermagazine),

but occasionally it

stretches the boundaries of

privacy too far. However,

photos are such a potentially

lucrative source of income

for Facebook that we expect

them to come up with a

solution soon.

What happened?
HTML5, a new coding

language that helps web

developers create faster

websites with better

graphics, will have universal

specifications by 2014 –

eight years earlier than

many experts predicted.

How will it affect
you?
The benefits of HTML5 are

huge. It will transform how

you use the internet

because developers will be

able to build amazingly

slick sites that can do

incredible things,

incorporating more video,

music and animations.

Some HTML5 tools, such

as embedding video

without Flash, are already

on some sites. Having

accepted standards to work

on means that developers

HTML5 websites to
arrive sooner

will be able to

do all this

much quicker

than expected.

To experience HTML5,

visit some of the websites

we highlighted in Issue 293

(bit.ly/issue293), including

the WebGL Aquarium (bit

.ly/aqua302), which only

works on Chrome, and

Global Doodle, the world’s

biggest artwork (www

.globaldoodle.com).

What do we think?
We’re very excited. We’ve

already been using some

HTML5 tools, including the

excellent Flickr uploader

(www.flickr.com/tools/

uploadr), and it feels like a

new era of web technology

is just around the corner.

News that HTML5.1 is due

in 2016 makes us even

more enthusiastic.
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WHAT’S NEWONLINE
10 brilliant things to do on the web this fortnight

G
oogle has added stunning

images of six coral reefs to

Street View, giving you the

opportunity to do a little virtual scuba

diving around some of the most

beautiful underwater locations on the

planet. The reefs include three in

Australia – Great Barrier Reef, Lady

Elliot Island and Wilson Island; two in

Hawaii – Hanauma Bay and Molokini

Crater; and Apo Island in the

Philippines.

Happily, these new images are free

of the technical glitches that plague

Apple’s maps (see below).

There are no wobbly reefs,

swimming camels or sunken

cities, although Google

hasn’t blurred the faces of

the turtles, as you can see.

bit.ly/coral302

bit.ly/maps302

Websites weren’t slow to catalogue

Apple’s horrendous mapping mistakes in

iOS 6. The link above takes you to the

Daily Telegraph’s gallery of

cartographical catastrophes, which

include a wobbly Battersea Bridge, a

melting Clifton Suspension Bridge, rivers

that emerge from nowhere and the

relocation of Berlin to Antarctica. You’ll

see more errors at the Huffington Post

(bit.ly/mistakes302). Can you find Stratford-upon-Avon?

Wikipedia now

lets you

download pages

in the EPUB

format, which

means you can

read them offline

on your Kindle,

as well as on

phones and

tablets. To do this, click ‘Create a book’ under Print/

Export on the left-hand side of a Wikipedia page, then

follow the instructions to use the ‘book-creator’ tool

bit.ly/bastion302

You can take a virtual tour of Camp Bastion, the British-

run base in southern Afghanistan, on the BBC’s News

site. It’s fascinating to see where 30,000 servicepeople

are stationed, although

for security reasons you

can only see a ‘graphical

representation’ of the

base. Enter your

postcode and you’ll see

how big the base is in

relation to your local

area.

bit.ly/colour302

Without realising it, this macaw

made film history by starring in

the first known moving colour

images. Filmed in 1902 by British photographer Edward

Turner, the footage had lain forgotten in a tin for 110

years. The National Media Museum in Bradford has

restored the footage, which also includes clips of

Turner’s children and soldiers marching in Hyde Park.

Explore coral reefs in Google Maps

See Apple’s mappingmistakes

ReadWikipedia offline on
your Kindle

Tour Camp Bastion in
Afghanistan

Watch colour
video from 1902
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T
here are two Nook e-readers on

sale now: the Simple Touch,

a touchscreen device that costs

£79 (£10 more than Amazon’s

cheapest Kindle); and Simple Touch

with GlowLight which, at £109, is the

same price as the touchscreen Kindle.

We got our hands on the

GlowLight, which has an

impressive screen light

that makes reading in

the dark very easy.

The GlowLight

technology comprises a

row of LEDs along the

top of the e-reader,

which shine down when

it’s turned on,

illuminating the whole

screen. It’s ideal for

reading in bed, with the

bedroom lights switched

off, or on a summer’s evening when

daylight starts to fade. You won’t

need to strain your eyes to read the

text, and pages turn very quickly.

You’ll definitely have enough to read

on it – US bookstore chain Barnes &

Noble, which makes the Nook, will

have millions of books, magazines and

newspapers available to buy.

It feels lovely to hold, with perfectly

designed grooves your fingers grip

comfortably. It’s slightly thicker than

the Kindle, which makes it feel firmer

in your palms. Barnes & Noble claims

the battery will last one month with

the light switched on, although we

didn’t use it long enough to test this.

Our main concern is that

the screen is a little

delicate – we

unintentionally

scratched the display

when putting it into a

bag, which created an

unmistakable bright

patch. You’ll definitely

need to buy a case to

protect it.

There’s no doubt it’s a

brilliant e-reader.

However, if you already

have a Kindle, it’s only

worth buying if you’re desperate for

an e-reader with a built-in light.

If you’ve yet to buy an e-reader, and

have a bit of spare cash to spend, this

is a great choice. If a backlit screen is

a must, then you should definitely buy

it now, because there’s still no news on

when Amazon’s backlit e-reader, the

Paperwhite (bit.ly/paperwhite302),

will reach the UK.

FIRST LOOKFIRST LOOK Nook e-reader
www.nook.co.uk

www.transformersonyourstreet.com

We’ve already seen Disney’s Goofy

enter our homes in Street View (www

.giantsteps20.com). Now you can watch

Transformers, the noisy ‘robots in

disguise’, fight outside your house. Just

type your postcode, then sit back and

watch the carnage unfold. You can

share the resulting video mayhem with

friends on Facebook and Twitter.

mirror.nationalmediamuseum.org.uk

The National Media Museum has been

busy. As well as restoring the world’s

first colour video (see opposite page),

it has launched this intriguing test that

examines whether your online

‘personality’ reflects your real one.

Just answer a few questions on your

web behaviour to find out. The results

are beautifully presented.

www.amazon.

co.uk/cloudplayer

Launched 18 months ago in the US,

Amazon Cloud Player is now in the

UK. It’s a mobile music library you

can listen to on phones, tablets,

PCs and laptops. Every album or

track you’ve bought from Amazon

.co.uk, and any you buy in the

future, will be automatically added.

Also, Amazon’s ‘scan and match’

technology sees what tracks you

have in iTunes and Windows Media

Player, and then imports them from

Amazon’s music catalogue to the

Cloud Player. However, only the

first 250 ‘imported’ tracks are free.

After that you’ll need to pay £21.99

a year, which gives you a hefty limit

of 250,000.

For information on the Cloud

Player app, turn to page 39.

bit.ly/podcast302

This brilliant new

BBC radio series

explores everyday

questions that you

often find yourself

pondering. The first

three episodes

answer such curious

questions as why people wear ties or

get tattoos. If you have an inquisitive

mind, and watch TV shows like QI,
you’ll love it.

conflicthistory.com

Starting with the Kurukshetra War

of 3000 BC (in modern-day India),

this wonderful interactive map

charts

5,000

years of

human

conflict,

going into

detail by

picking

out battles within wars. Just scroll

along the timeline at the bottom.

See Transformers fight in Street View

Discover your web
‘personality’

Listen to music
in Amazon Cloud
Player

Listen to TheWhy
Factor podcast

See 5,000-year
timeline of global
wars
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Windows Phone
www.windowsphone.com
With an impressive new range of Windows Phones due from

Nokia, Samsung and HTC, Microsoft has upgraded its official

website to match. It’s been revamped with a colourful new

design, and adds a News section that brings together

Windows Phone announcements, videos and stories from

across the web, and photos users have taken on their

devices. Another major change is the renaming of the

Marketplace to the less corporate-sounding Apps+Games.

This now offers a more accurate search facility, a Spotlight

mosaic of the latest releases and more browsing options for

free and paid-for apps, such as Best Rated and New+Rising.

Microsoft has also decided to tuck away the ‘racier’ apps,

which should please concerned parents. Overall, the site

feels friendlier and more interactive, and could help

Windows Phone gain ground on Android and iOS.

DigitalZone.co.uk
www.digitalzone.co.uk

If you prefer to pay for security software

rather than use free programs, you’ll

find all the big names at knockdown

prices at DigitalZone.co.uk. This store

specialises in internet security suites,

system tools and anti-virus software

from the likes of Bitdefender, Norton

and McAfee. You can buy boxed

products and digital downloads, often

saving more than 50 per cent on the

recommended retail price, and pay by

credit card, PayPal or WorldPay. There

are no customer reviews or social

accounts, but you can sign up for the

newsletter to keep abreast of deals.

SOFTWARE

Google Compare Car Insurance
bit.ly/googlecar302
There are a lot of sites that let you compare car insurance online, but Google’s

tailored service is more honest and reliable than most. Although using it seems a bit

of a slog at first, with lots of questions to answer and details to provide, the

resulting quotes are more accurate than you’ll find elsewhere. Commendably,

Google always includes the true costs of policies and claims it won’t pass your

details to third parties. Once you’ve set up your account, it’s speedy to use, and

adding extras such as breakdown cover is a doddle. Your results are clearly

presented and are sourced from more than 120 insurance providers.

INSURANCE

Ourrating ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★Ourrating ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★

Ourrating ★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★

MOBILE

SITE OF THE
FORTNIGHT

BESTNEWWEBSITES
We review this fortnight’s best new and relaunched websites
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Web User looks at hundreds of
websites, but only those we award
three stars or higher appear in Best
New Websites

Superb. Impossible to fault in
terms of design, content and
features. Bookmark it now!

Very good. Combines a smart
design with appealing content.
Definitely worth a visit
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HotUKDeals
www.hotukdeals.com

HotUKDeals has long been one of our

favourite sources for bargains, but it’s

always looked rather plain. This redesign

keeps things simple while tweaking the

layout to make it faster and easier to

read. For example, rather than fully

loading every deal and comment on

each page, the site now just displays the

content you’re currently viewing until

you scroll down. It also resizes to fit

tablet screens; offers more prominent

‘hot’ and ‘cold’ buttons; and has a new

‘flame’ icon for the very best deals. It’s

not a radical revamp, but HotUKDeals

wasn’t broke, so this small fix is just fine.

DISCOUNTSTRAVEL

Good Housekeeping
Travel
www.goodhousekeeping
travel.co.uk
This travel site from Good Housekeeping
magazine goes for quality over quantity.

It hand-picks holidays in categories

including Rail Breaks, Shopping Trips

and Cruises. You can filter search results

by date, destination, duration and

budget, and browse separate sections

for weekend breaks and popular offers.

Each holiday comes with detailed

descriptions and plenty of photos. You

book through the site’s travel partners,

but this is straightforward enough and

the prices are reasonable.

Zettamoo
www.zettamoo.com

If you want to buy someone a unique

gift, you can get ideas from this site.

Zettamoo lets you browse quirky

products from online stores, such as an

‘egg clacker’ from Amazon that slices

the top off boiled eggs. For each item,

you vote ‘yoo’ or ‘noo’ and explain your

decision, such as it being too gimmicky

or geeky, to tailor future suggestions to

your tastes. Other than this contrived

sense of fun, there isn’t a great deal to

the site, and product videos weren’t

available where they were supposed to

be. Still, if you’re stuck for inspiration,

you might find some here.

SHOPPING

Ourrating ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ Ourrating ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ Ourrating ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★

Tell us about yourwebsite viawebuser@dennis.co.uk
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Rail Travel Made Easy
www.railtravelmadeeasy
.co.uk
This site has been launched by the

Association of Train Operating

Companies (ATOC) to make rail travel

easier for disabled passengers. The

advice is presented in the form of

‘barriers’ that ATOC hopes to remove,

such as buying tickets, reading the

departures board and using the toilet

facilities. The most useful advice is a

video guide to National Rail’s ‘Stations

Made Easy’ tools, which let you explore

stations in detail in advance. Some tips

are quite general and obvious, and

information for specific disabilities

would be welcome, but it’s a good start.

WeatherHolidays.com
www.weatherholidays.com

Forget stifling sun and boring snow,

if you really want a holiday with a

difference, why not go storm-chasing in

the USA? This is the concept behind

WeatherHolidays.com, a spin-off from

weather site Netweather.tv (www

.netweather.tv) that invites you to track

tornados in Texas and marvel at

monsoon lightning in Arizona. You can

read trip details, view photos, check out

the fascinating blog by the company

director and then book your place

online. The site looks quite basic, but it

provides all the information you need

and promises to add further extreme-

weather deals soon.

TRANSPORT

SOCIAL

WEATHER

Allow
i-allow.com

If you’re worried about your personal information being abused by marketing

companies and hackers, Allow could give you peace of mind. The new version of

this much-improved service brings together seven powerful online privacy tools.

These include an email shield that prevents junk mail by generating disposable

addresses; a Facebook monitor that ensures your account remains secure; and, best

of all, a tool that removes you from marketing databases. The catch is that you need

to pay £4.99 per month or £48 a year for the full range of features, but some are

free and Allow is now extremely easy to use. It’s definitely worth a look.

PRIVACY

How to Spend It
howtospendit.ft.com

This relaunched site for the Financial
Times’ luxury lifestyle magazine is even

sleeker and more aspirational than

before. The swish new design looks a lot

like an iPad app, which is no surprise

considering How to Spend It ’s success

on that platform. Improved navigation

offers easier access to the latest

products in categories such as

Technology, Watches & Jewellery and

House & Garden, and the sumptuous

photography offers a glimpse of how

the other half – or, rather, the other

0.001 per cent – live. Some interesting

interviews make the site more than just

an exercise in virtual window shopping.

LIFESTYLE

Is TwitterWrong?
istwitterwrong.tumblr.com

Did Samsung pay off its lawsuit to Apple

in five-cent coins? Is Margaret Thatcher

dead? Find out by reading this ‘public-

service pedantry hub’, which debunks

rumours that circulate and often

originate on Twitter. Because the

answer to the titular question is usually

‘yes’, there isn’t much of an element of

surprise, but the well researched posts

are interesting to read. There are

direct links to tweets that contain

misinformation – so you can tell people

how wrong they are – and links to

corrections and clarifications. It’s a

great idea, although it’s a shame you

can’t comment on posts.

Ourrating ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ Ourrating ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ Ourrating ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★

Ourrating ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★Ourrating ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★

Tell us about yourwebsite viawebuser@dennis.co.uk
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SendmyBag.com
www.sendmybag.com

Recently seen on (and rejected by) Dragons’ Den, SendmyBag.com helps you avoid

excess-baggage fees when you travel by air in the UK and abroad by picking up your

luggage and delivering it to your destination so you can travel light. Simply specify

when and where you’re travelling to and from, and the site will give you an estimated

delivery date and tell you the cost for luggage weighing up to 20kgs, 30kgs and

heavier. You can track your bag online and earn a 10-per-cent discount if you refer

friends. The service is easy to use, although the blue-on-blue colour scheme is a bit

hard to read and the charges aren’t that much lower than the airlines’.

TRAVEL

Readmore site reviews atwww.webuser.co.uk/websites

Ourrating ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★

ALSONEW
Vogue
www.vogue.co.uk

The Vogue website has had a

suitably stylish makeover that’s

faster to load and easier to browse.

Oxfam
www.oxfam.org.uk

Find information and second-hand

items faster at Oxfam’s revamped

site and online store.

Gifts of the Games
london.gov.uk/gifts

Discover the ways in which the

Olympics and Paralympics have

improved London.

The Scots Mag
www.scotsmagazine.com

Launched in 1739, this Scottish-

interest magazine has rejigged its

online home to stay fresh.

MyCelebrityFashion
www.mycelebrityfashion.co.uk

Dressing like the stars has never

been simpler, cheaper or more fun,

thanks to this relaunched site.

ADD AUTUMNAL
WALLPAPERS TO YOUR
DESKTOP
wallbase.cc

We didn’t have much of a summer

this year – again – but that won’t stop

autumn showing off throughout

October

with a

stunning

display

of crisp,

colourful

foliage

and misty early-morning vistas.

Get your Desktop looking autumnal

with the amazing wallpapers at

wallbase.cc. To find more than 2,000

breathtaking images, search for

‘autumn’, setting your screen

resolution for the perfect download

fit. Here’s the wallpaper I’ve added to

my own Desktop.

CELEBRATE 50 YEARS OF
BOND FILMS
www.007.com

James Bond celebrates a golden

anniversary this month. Agent 007

arrived,

shaken

and not

stirred,

on the

big

screen

50

years

ago

with Dr No. The official website has

loads of information and articles

tracking the history of Britain’s

favourite spy, plus a countdown timer

to the release of the latest film, Skyfall,
in November. There are also trailers,

behind-the-scenes footage and

interviews with the cast and director.

SKETCHDRAWINGS ON
FACEBOOK
bit.ly/facebookdrawing302

October is the month of The Big

Draw (bit.ly/draw302), one of the

world’s largest drawing festivals,

which encourages people of all ages

from across the UK to get creative

with a series of challenges. The

organisers told me about 31 Days

of Inspiration, an online challenge

run by the Glasgow Museum.

Every day during

October they’ll

post a photograph

of an item from

their galleries on

their Facebook

page, and invite

visitors to share

their own sketches

inspired by that

object.

KATE’SWEB CALENDAR
Kate Russell’s top websites and apps for the next 14 days

ADD AUTUMN

Ka

Kate presents Webscape for BBC Click and blogs at www.mywebdaily.com
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Wouldn’t it be great if you could see into the future?
Able to react accordingly, in an instant. Oh to dream…

With Fasthosts solutions you are able to make changes
to suit your requirements, when needed. You don’t have to
outlay significant upfront investment to have access to secure
UK data centres, dedicated 24/7 phone & online support and
a team of experts.

Fasthosts are always here, supporting your business every
step of the way.

For help and advice call free on 0800 6520 444

Forward
thinking
flexible technology

Forward
thinking
flexible technology

fasthosts.co.uk
or call O800 6520 444Making business work better onlineMaking business work better online

fasthosts.co.uk
or call O800 6520 444Making business work better onlineMaking business work better onlineMaking business work better onlineMaking business work better onlineMaking business work better onlineMaking business work better online
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Crypto-ransomware
You might have heard of ransomware, which is malicious software that locks

users out of their PC until they have paid money to the criminals running it.

Crypto-ransomware is the latest form of this threat. It locks you out of files saved

on your PC (photos, videos, music and so on) by encrypting them. In September,

Sophos spotted crypto-ransomware that searches for specific types of file,

encrypts them, and then renames them in an unreadable file. You’re then told to

email the criminals so your files can be unlocked.

Why don’t many
cloud-storage
providers offer

two-factor authentication?
Simon Edwards, via Twitter

There’s a constant

battle between

security and

convenience. Greater security often

means less convenience for the

person using it, and most consumers

typically go for convenience over

security, so companies typically

design products with that in mind.

That’s why I believe most storage

providers don’t enforce two-factor

authentication (which requires two

ways of proving who you are). Few

users will stick around if they have to

carry around a USB, or buy equipment

just to access one service.

However, storage companies should

offer users the option to use multi-

factor authentication if they want to.

That way, no one’s being strong-armed

into a situation that’s too inconvenient

or too insecure for his or her taste.

Is there anything you
shouldn’t upload to
the cloud?

James McGinnis, via Facebook

Users should take some

responsibility for their data

security. It’s especially wise to

Your questions answered by security specialists.
Our expert this issue is cloud-storage expert
Bill Carey of Siber Systems (www.siber.com) Facebook video attack via

Twitter
Beware of direct messages on Twitter

that appear to come from a friend,

saying you’ve been captured in a

Facebook video. According to Sophos,

clicking the link in the message brings

up an alert urging you to install a

YouTube update. If you do, it will

infect your PC with a Trojan. If you

fear you have been hacked, contact

Twitter using this form: bit.ly/form302.

bit.ly/sophos302

YouTube hoax videos
Security experts at Bitdefender have

spotted thousands of fake YouTube

videos that claim to show how to

hack software, hardware and games.

Clicking links in these videos takes you

to pages asking you to fill in surveys,

or suggesting apps to download. You

should ignore both requests, then

email YouTube the details of the hoax

video: security@youtube.com.

bit.ly/bd302

Gmail iPad prize scam
Watch out for emails claiming to be

from Gmail, saying you’ve won an

iPad in a “one-time promotional

event”. Hoax-Slayer’s experts say that

if you follow the email’s instructions

by typing the URL ‘GmailReward.com’

into your browser, you’ll be taken to a

page asking for your mobile number.

If you give it, you’ll be subscribed to

an expensive premium-rate line.

bit.ly/gmail302

Fake emails from Microsoft
If you receive an email from privacy@

microsoft.com titled ‘Microsoft

Windows Update’, don’t click the link

it contains. It will take you to a fake

Microsoft website that says your PC is

at risk. You’ll be asked to sign in using

Gmail, Yahoo Mail, Windows Live or

AOL. If you do, your username and

password will be used by criminals to

access your personal accounts. Read

Microsoft’s security pages for more

phishing scams to avoid.

bit.ly/msoft302

SECURITY
ALERT!

SECURITYQ&ASECURITYQ&A

use strong, unique passwords for each

of their sites, particularly those that

store personal information.

However, it’s not users that caused

recent security breaches, but hackers

who bypass the security measures

companies have put into place, which

isn’t something users can control.

Bearing this in mind, I don’t think it’s

currently a great idea to store very

personal information in cloud-storage

sites if you have other safekeeping

options. Should your information be

compromised at these data-storage

companies, you can at least minimise

the damage by choosing not to store

very personal information with them.

I’ve heard that cloud
servers are based in
the desert or in

warehouses. Is this true,
and how well protected
are they?

Simon Mellor, via Facebook

While I don’t have firsthand

knowledge of actual

locations, I’d imagine that

each of the major storage providers

are hosted in secure facilities and have

all the proper controls in place.

However, the physical location of the

servers shouldn’t be a major security

concern, as that hasn’t been a factor

in any recent high-profile security

breaches.

DECODEDDECODED | Security jargon explained

Email us your security questions at webuser@dennis.co.uk
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The space
available to you
is only restricted

by the size
of your hard

drive

The space
available to you
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M
ost of us use more

than one computer in

more than one place.

You’ll almost certainly have a

computer at home, but many

of us also have access to one

at work, at school or at the

homes of friends and family.

The problem this presents

is how to access files on one

computer from another.

Although there are many

different ways this can be

done, from storing files on a

USB memory drive to using

online storage services such

as Google Drive, iTwin

believes it has come up with a

better, more secure solution.

How it works
It looks like a USB memory

drive with a USB plug on each

end. In fact, it’s two separate

devices connected together.

You clip one end of the iTwin

into a PC, so that you’re

linking them to each other

and to the PC itself. Then

snap the spare end off and

plug it into another PC.

You can then share safely

encrypted files over the

internet between the two

computers, as long as both

machines are switched on.

The PCs can only access each

other using those specific

devices that have been

physically paired together, so

even if you lose one end, you

can remove the other, or

disable it remotely, and you

won’t compromise your data.

While it sounds simple in

practice, there are a few

complications. The drivers

PRODUCTTEST

iTwin remote access

and software come installed

on the device and installation

starts as soon as you plug it

in. Most computers, even

those that have been locked

down by IT departments, will

let the USB driver install, but

the iTwin has to install further

software which creates two

new folders and icons in the

Computer folder, one local

to the PC and one

providing access to

the remote PC.

You need

Administrator

access to

Windows to

perform this

installation and, if

you’re in an office or

school, there’s a chance the

iTwin won’t install.

It’s also more intrusive than

plugging in a USB memory

drive or accessing cloud

storage via the internet.

Friends and family might not

be so keen to let you use your

iTwin on their machine if they

think you might leave folders

and icons behind on their PCs.

Installation
If you have Admin access,

installation is simple. You give

your pair of devices a friendly

name and an optional

password. You also get a

disable code, which you can

use to deliberately break the

connection between the two

halves, in case you lose one.

Once the software is

installed, a new folder called

‘iTwin Local Files’ opens. Any

files and folders you move

so that you can

access them

when you’re

away from the

computer. The

sync software

that comes with

most cloud services

can help, though. The

iTwin would be much easier

to use if it had one.

No restrictions
The plus side of the system,

particularly when compared

to cloud storage, is that the

space available to you is only

restricted by the size of your

hard drive. If you want to have

remote access to huge video

files, for example, or your

entire MP3 music collection, it

can be done without fear of

bandwidth or storage space

restrictions.

You could also use it to

back up your files while you

travel. If you are able to

We test the latest hardware and software
PRODUCTTEST

Andy Shaw tests a device designed to make sharing files
between two computers, over the internet, safer and easier

into this folder

will be available

on the second

PC you attach

the device to.

This requires

forward planning

because you have to

make sure that all the

files you want to share have

been left in the local iTwin

folder before you leave.

With software tools that

connect two PCs remotely,

such as TeamViewer (free,

www.teamviewer.com), you

can usually access the entire

PC, which comes into its own

in those ‘I’ve forgotten an

important file’ moments. iTwin

doesn’t offer that option,

unless you get into the habit

of saving everything you work

on into the iTwin folder.

The same restriction applies

to both USB and cloud

storage, as these need to have

files saved in the right places
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Google Drive, from free
bit.ly/gdrive302

TeamViewer, free
bit.ly/team302

Corsair Flash Padlock
2GB, £15

bit.ly/corsair302

transfer photos from your

digital camera to a laptop, for

example, you could then send

them to your computer back

home. In the event of losing

your baggage or your

gadgets, at least your most

recent files and photos will

already be safely stored on

your computer back at home.

Because you’re accessing a

folder on the remote PC, you

don’t have to copy files across

to your local PC in order to

work on them. The sync

software that comes with

cloud storage reproduces

copies of the files on

whichever PC you’re working

on, and then uploads any

changes back to the server in

the cloud. With the iTwin, you

can work on the actual file

that’s saved on the original

computer, so you don’t get

confused with various copies,

or have to check where files

have been saved.

If you’re using the iTwin to

share your files with other

people, you can control what

access they have to your files

using Windows’ standard

tools. You could make files

read-only, for example, so

your contacts can view the

contents of a file but aren’t

authorised to make any

changes to them.

Perhaps the biggest

drawback of the system,

when compared to syncing

files with a cloud storage

service or USB drive, is that

you have to leave your

computers switched on for

them to communicate with

each other. You can still set

the PCs to enter Sleep mode,

so they don’t need to be

using all the power they

would use if fully awake, but

you can’t put them into

Hibernate or shut them down

completely. If you don’t

already have your PCs

switched on all the time,

this could lead to a larger

electricity bill.

PRODUCT INFO
ITWIN
Price: £89
www.itwin.com

WHATYOUNEED
■ Windows 7, Vista or XP;
Mac OS X
■ 15MB of hard-drive
space
■ USB 2.0 or better
■ Broadband internet
access
■ Administrator’s access
for installation

FOR
■ Share files between two
computers
■ No files stored on USB
drives or cloud services
■ Easy to set up

AGAINST
■ Must have Administrator
access to install software
on all PCs
■ PCs must be left
switched on

There are pros and cons to

most methods of sharing

files between computers,

and while iTwin has

attempted to simplify the

process, it still comes with

complications.

The biggest problem is

that you need

Administrator access to

install the software, which

could be a problem with

computers at work or those

you share with other

people, whereas basic USB

and online storage can be

accessed from any PC.

If you are able to install

the iTwin’s software on all

the computers you need to

use it on, then it’s a safe

and secure alternative. You

can’t lose your data, even if

you lose the device, and

you don’t need to trust

your password or data to

cloud services. It’s not as

convenient as these

alternatives, but it’s

certainly safer.

OURVERDICT ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★

ALTERNATIVES

FEATURES ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★

PERFORMANCE ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★

EASE OF USE ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★

VALUE FOR MONEY ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★

Once the iTwin devices have been paired, snap them apart and insert the loose end into the other
computer you want to link up
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W
i-Fi has brought the wonder of

cable-free internet into our homes,

but sometimes its reach can be

disappointing. If you’re in the same room as your

router, or at least the same floor, Wi-Fi can be

fast and efficient. But moving around the house

can have a terrible impact on your network

speed, and you may find blackspots where the

signal won’t reach. The Wi-Fi extenders we’ve

tested in this Group Test will pick up your

network and extend it into these dark corners.

Wi-Fiextenders
Suffering from Wi-Fi blackspots? Andy Shaw tests
nine extenders that can boost your network

GOLD
AWARD

SILVER
AWARD

BRONZE
AWARD

The best
product/service
in its category

Good, but just
misses out on
top billing

Pretty good,
but with some
shortcomings

WEB USER
AWARDS

HOWWETESTED

We set up a standard 802.11n dual-band router in a detached family-

sized house, and linked it to an 802.11n dual-band Wi-Fi adapter,

attached to a laptop. We then positioned the laptop on the other side

of the building and up a floor, in a Wi-Fi blackspot where network

reception is poor, and measured the speed of the connection using the

Advanced Networking test of PassMark’s PerformanceTest 7.0 (www

.passmark.com). Each Wi-Fi extender was positioned between the two

devices and we then retested the speed to measure any improvement

made to the transfer speed of the network.

PRODUCTTEST
We test and compare the latest products

GROUPTEST
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TP-Link’s Wireless N Range Extender isn’t the

best-looking device in this Group Test, but this

simple white box with two aerials sticking out of

the back will save you £25 over the similarly

performing D-Link DAP-1360. At the time of

writing, it was available on Amazon for £30.99.

That’s just a penny more than the TRENDnet

TEW-736RE – the cheapest device in this test.

During testing, our unextended network

produced a transfer speed of 15.7Mbps. Placing

the TP-Link device between the router and

adapter boosted the speed by 48 per cent to

23.22Mbps, making it the fastest of all the

extenders we tested.

Setting up the device isn’t as straightforward

as we’d hoped. The extender has a WPS (Wi-Fi

Protected Setup) button, which you can press to

connect the device to a router that also has WPS

built in. However, in our test it failed to pick up

all the router’s settings. It captured the

name of the network but not the password,

so it didn’t start working immediately.

However, the problem was easily solved by

logging into the device using a browser and

running the set-up wizard, from where we could

put the password in and get the device working.

This is a minor blip on an otherwise impressive

device. With great performance and a very

affordable price, the TL-WA830RE is an excellent

low-cost way to improve your existing Wi-Fi

network by nearly 50 per cent. If you’re

committed to Wi-Fi and want a better signal in

the furthest reaches of your home, this does the

job very well.

With the best
performance of all the
Wi-Fi extenders we
tested, the TP-Link
TL-WA830RE is great at
eliminating Wi-Fi
blackspots from your
home. This alone makes it
deserve our Gold Award,
but TP-Link secures its
position with a fantastic
price – only 1p more than
the cheapest extender in
our tests.
It doesn’t have the

sleek, sophisticated
design of some other
products we tested,
but with this level of
performance and such a
great price, we honestly
couldn’t care less about
how it looks.

VERDICT
★★★★★★★★★★

TP-LINK WIRELESS N RANGE EXTENDER TL-WATP-LINK WIRELESS N RANGE EXTENDER TL-WA830830RERE
£30.99£30.99 (bit.ly/tp302) ❘ uk.tp-link.com

In stark contrast to the TP-Link Gold Award-

winner, the Netgear WN2500RP is the most

expensive extender we tested. We found it for

£65.99 at Kikatek (www.kikatek.com), which is

more than twice the price of the £30.99 TP-Link.

With the Netgear model, you’re not just paying

for a bigger brand name. This is the only dual-

band extender in our test, so if you want to use a

5GHz 802.11n network, this is the extender to

buy. It works with standard 2.4GHz networks,

too.

It also has four Ethernet ports on the back, so

you can wire a selection of Ethernet-only devices

into it and use them on your Wi-Fi network.

During testing, it did an excellent job of

extending our Wi-Fi network, boosting speed by

38 per cent to 21.59Mbps. That’s not as

impressive as TP-Link’s model, but it will still

boost your network.

The extender was incredibly easy to set

up. We used the device’s WPS button and

everything connected perfectly. It found

the existing network, created two secondary

networks (one for 2.4GHz and one for 5GHz),

and captured the router’s password. If there’s a

problem during set-up, you can also access the

device’s configuration tools via a browser, but we

doubt you’ll need to.

It was the only extender to come with lights on

the front to help you position the device in the

best place. The network indicator lights can be

green (good signal), amber (not so good) or red

(poor signal). This means you can move the

device around your home to see at a glance

where you’re likely to get the best performance.

Although twice the price
of TP-Link’s TL-WA830RE,
the Netgear extender
comes with more features,
and is the only device we
tested that supports 5GHz.
It also looks better, with
lights indicating network
strength, and has more
Ethernet ports.
It didn’t perform as

well as the TP-Link, but
still managed third place
in our performance tests,
falling just behind the
D-Link DAP-1360.

NETGEAR UNIVERSAL DUAL BAND WIFI RANGE EXTENDERNETGEAR UNIVERSAL DUAL BAND WIFI RANGE EXTENDER
WNWN25002500RPRP ❘ £65.99£65.99 (bit.ly/netgear302) ❘ www.netgear.co.uk
FEATURES★★★★★★★★★★ PERFORMANCE★★★★★★★★★ EASE OF USE★★★★★★★★★★ VALUE FOR MONEY★★★★★★★★

★★★★★★★★★
VERDICT

SILVERAWARD

GOLDAWARD

FEATURES★★★★★★★★★ PERFORMANCE★★★★★★★★★★ EASE OF USE★★★★★★★★★ VALUE FOR MONEY★★★★★★★★★★
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The DAP-1360 operates in

a range of modes, either

linking networks together

or extending them. We tested

it in its repeater mode, which extends a network

by bumping the signal from your router into the far

corners of your house. This isn’t the default setting, so to set it

up we connected it to a PC via Ethernet, ran a CD installation,

set it up with its own Wi-Fi (as an access point), and delved

into the advanced settings to switch it into repeater mode.

Once working it performed well, with a transfer speed of

22.98Mbps – an improvement of 46 per cent, only just short

of the TP-Link TL-WA830RE, placing it second overall.

The balance between performance and price leaves it

lagging behind the TP-Link model. The Netgear extender,

while a little more expensive and marginally slower, is

significantly easier to set up, which helped it snatch the Silver

Award from this D-Link device.

This straightforward device relies on WPS

to set it up. It took a few goes for it to find

the settings for our router, but it

managed eventually, and it

doesn’t require any further

configuration. It uses the

existing name and password of

the network, though we had to

manually disconnect from the old connection and

reconnect to the nearer one to get the benefit of its increased

speed.

It came fifth in our speed tests, with a transfer speed of

18.76Mbps. This is a 19 per cent improvement on the

performance of the basic network, but is less of a boost than

we saw with our three award winners.

The TRENDnet’s saving grace might have been its price, but

the faster TP-Link TL-WA830RE is available for only a penny

more.

This ZyXEL model is a small device that

plugs straight into a power socket. It has

no aerials so is very inconspicuous.

It operates as a basic repeater. It isn’t

difficult to set up, but you have to go

through a number of processes to do it.

To start, you need to connect to the

device and log in to its web-based

configuration tool. From here, you select the

network you want it to extend, then reset the device. It’ll then

take on the properties of your original network.

We weren’t expecting the device to excel because it is too

small to contain much of an aerial compared to the larger

devices we tested. However, it did a reasonable job, with a

file-transfer speed of 19.23Mbps – a 22 per cent improvement

on the speed of our unextended network.

There are two ways to connect the RE1000.

You can either plug the device straight into a

power socket, or remove the attached plug

from the back and use the included extension

cable. It’s a good job it offers the latter

option because plugging it straight into the

wall is a disaster. The UK socket is positioned

upside down so the flashing Cisco logo is

inverted, an attached Ethernet cable sticks

messily out of the top and the WPS button is difficult to

access because it’s underneath. The bulk of the unit is above

the height of the power socket and it’s much wider than a

plug, so obscured the socket’s power switch.

In our tests it achieved 18.5Mbps, improving the unextended

network by 18 per cent. Considering the price, we expected a

lot more than we got from this disappointing device.

D-LINK WIRELESS N RANGED-LINK WIRELESS N RANGE
EXTENDER DAP-EXTENDER DAP-13601360
£54.60£54.60 (bit.ly/dlink302) ❘ www.d-link.com/uk

TRENDNET EASY-N RANGETRENDNET EASY-N RANGE
EXTENDER TEW-EXTENDER TEW-736736RERE
£30.98£30.98 (bit.ly/trendnet302) ❘ www.trendnet.com

ZYXEL WIRELESS EXTENDER NZYXEL WIRELESS EXTENDER N
WREWRE22052205 ❘ £32.89£32.89 (bit.ly/zyxel302)
www.zyxel.com/uk

LINKSYS RELINKSYS RE10001000 WIRELESS-NWIRELESS-N
RANGE EXTENDERRANGE EXTENDER
£49.99£49.99 (bit.ly/dixons302) ❘ homestore.cisco.eu

FEATURES★★★★★★★★★ PERFORMANCE★★★★★★★★★

EASE OF USE★★★★★★★ VALUE FOR MONEY★★★★★★★★★
FEATURES★★★★★★★★★ PERFORMANCE★★★★★★★

EASE OF USE★★★★★★★★★ VALUE FOR MONEY★★★★★★★★

FEATURES★★★★★★★★ PERFORMANCE★★★★★★★★

EASE OF USE★★★★★★★★ VALUE FOR MONEY★★★★★★★★
FEATURES★★★★★★★★★ PERFORMANCE★★★★★★★

EASE OF USE★★★★★★★★ VALUE FOR MONEY★★★★★★★

If you’re looking for something small and inconspicuous, the ZyXEL WRE2205 fits
the bill. Its performance isn’t up to the standards of the larger units with the
space for external or internal aerials, but it did pretty well. The improved
performance of the cheaper TP-Link extender makes it better value, though.

If you want a device that can do all sorts of other things, as well as boost your
network, then the D-Link DAP-1360 is an interesting option. But its flexibility
doesn’t make it easy to set up, and its repeater mode, which extends your
network, isn’t part of the default set-up.

The TRENDnet TEW-736RE is the cheapest extender here, but it only costs a
penny less than the TP-Link TL-WA830RE. The TP-Link performed much better
and, while the TRENDnet set-up was marginally smoother, it’s worth a little
extra hassle to get TP-Link’s improved performance.

Although easy to set up, the RE1000 performed poorly, especially considering
the price. The worst thing about the product is its design, which hasn’t translated
at all well to UK wall sockets – you have no option but to plug it in upside down.
It still works, but is awkward to use.

VERDICT ★★★★★★★★

VERDICT ★★★★★★★★★ VERDICT ★★★★★★★★

VERDICT ★★★★★★★★
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BRONZEAWARD
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Aimed at travellers, the Mobile Companion can

charge USB devices, create a Wi-Fi sub-hotspot

(for sharing a network you only have access to

from one device), and operate as a router and access point. A

function switch on the top and a WPS button make setting it

up easy. However, while its compact form may benefit

travellers, it doesn’t make it a good Wi-Fi extender. We got a

transfer speed of 17.9Mbps, which is the slowest on test and

an improvement of just 14 per cent.

The BiPAC 3100SN is a Wi-Fi bridge, connecting

an Ethernet device to a Wi-Fi network, as well as a

repeater that extends the network. This dual

function means you have to go into its browser-

based interface to set it up. Even the manual is unclear

on how to do this, and the over-complicated process felt

frustrating. It only came sixth in our performance test, with a

speed of 18.7Mbps.

Lindy’s smart design hides the simplicity of its

extender. There’s no WPS button so it can’t be set

up automatically. Instead, you plug it into a wall socket and

connect to the hotspot it creates. From here you can access

its user interface through your browser. We missed the option

to clone the identifying name of the network, but it is possible

– just look for the setting as you go through the wizard. It was

a disappointing performer, with a transfer speed of 17.95Mbps,

only improving our unextended Wi-Fi by 14 per cent.

D-LINKMOBILE COMPANION DIR-D-LINKMOBILE COMPANION DIR-505505
£32.95£32.95 (bit.ly/mobile302) ❘ www.d-link.com/uk

BILLION BIPACBILLION BIPAC 31003100SNWIRELESS NSNWIRELESS N
WALL PLUG ETHERNET ACCESS POINTWALL PLUG ETHERNET ACCESS POINT
£47.59£47.59 (bit.ly/billion302) ❘ www.billion.com

LINDYWIRELESS-N WI-FI REPEATERLINDYWIRELESS-N WI-FI REPEATER
£42.98£42.98 ❘ bit.ly/lindy302

FEATURES★★★★★★★★★ PERFORMANCE★★★★★★

EASE OF USE★★★★★★★★★ VALUE FOR MONEY★★★★★★

FEATURES★★★★★★★★★ PERFORMANCE★★★★★★★

EASE OF USE★★★★★★ VALUE FOR MONEY★★★★★★★

FEATURES★★★★★★★★★ PERFORMANCE★★★★★★

EASE OF USE★★★★★★★★ VALUE FOR MONEY★★★★★★

The Mobile Companion may be a useful, compact, multi-purpose travelling
device, but it’s a disappointing Wi-Fi extender.

This basic extender came second from bottom in our tests and doesn’t have any
of the easy set-up options, such as WPS, that many of the other devices have.
There are better extenders available for less.

A multi-function device can have its benefits, but only if swapping between
them is easy. Matched with uninspiring performance, there isn’t enough to
recommend the BiPAC 3100SN.

VERDICT ★★★★★★★★

VERDICT ★★★★★★★

VERDICT ★★★★★★★

Network speed measured by
PassMark PerformanceTest 7.0

Percentage improvement over
unextended network

TEST-RESULTSCHARTSTEST-RESULTSCHARTS

TP-Link TL-WA830RE

Netgear WN2500RP
(2.4GHz)

D-Link DAP-1360

TRENDnet TEW-
736RE

ZyXEL WRE2205

Linksys RE1000

D-Link DIR-505

Billion BiPAC 3100SN

Lindy Wireless-N
Wi-Fi Repeater

Unextended

TP-Link TL-WA830RE

Netgear WN2500RP
(2.4GHz)

D-Link DAP-1360

TRENDnet TEW-
736RE

ZyXEL WRE2205

Linksys RE1000

D-Link DIR-505

Billion BiPAC 3100SN

Lindy Wireless-N
Wi-Fi Repeater

Speed in Mbps

Percentage improvement
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VERDICTVERDICT

The TP-Link TL-WA830RE is a worthy Gold Award-winner.

Not only was it the fastest extender we tested, speeding up

our network connection by 48 per cent, it was only a couple

of pence away from having the lowest price too. You can’t

ask for much better than a good performer with a great

price.

The Netgear WN2500RP costs twice as much, but it

comes with lots more features, including dual-band, and has

more Ethernet ports. It didn’t perform as well, coming third

overall in our speed tests, but it gets a Silver Award for

offering the most comprehensive options while still

managing to be the simplest to set up. Its network-

speed indicator lights even make it easy to position,

which is a useful feature not offered by any other

device we tested.

The D-Link DAP-1360 was second fastest, coming

close behind the TP-Link. However, with a significantly

higher price, it’s not such good value for money. While our

tests showed it to be faster than the Netgear extender, it

was far more complicated to set up.

MANUFACTURER TP-Link Netgear D-Link TRENDnet ZyXEL

MODEL TL-WA830RE WN2500RP DAP-1360 TEW-736RE WRE2205

WEBSITE uk.tp-link.com www.netgear.co.uk www.dlink.com/uk www.trendnet.com www.zyxel.com/uk

PRICE £30.99 £65.99 £54.60 £30.98 £32.89

SUPPLIER bit.ly/tp302 bit.ly/netgear302 bit.ly/dlink302 bit.ly/trendnet302 bit.ly/zyxel302

WPS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

REQUIRES ADDITIONAL
INSTALLATION

Yes No Yes No Yes

ETHERNET PORTS 1 x 10/100 4 x 10/100 1 x 10/100 1 x 10/100 1 x 10/100

DUAL BAND No Yes No No No

WI-FI STANDARDS
SUPPORTED

802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n 2.4GHz,
802.11a/n 5GHz

802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n

SECURITY WEP, WPA, WPA2 WEP, WPA, WPA2 WEP, WPA, WPA2 WEP, WPA, WPA2 WEP, WPA, WPA2

DIMENSIONS 174 x 120 x 29mm 223 x 153 x 31mm 144 x 109 x 30mm 120 x 26 x 88mm 46 x 42 x 73mm

GOLDAWARD
SILVERAWARD

BRONZEAWARD

GROUPTESTWI-FI EXTENDERS

GOLDAWARD
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Store your files in the Cloud
It’s Cloud Storage made simple

How does JustCloud work?
Sign up for your free JustCloud trial, download the app and
let JustCloud do the rest. Your files are automatically and
securely backed up to your own personal Cloud.

You can access your files at any time, from any device. Sync
your files between multiple computers and share files with
your friends or family. It’s Cloud Storage made simple.
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TODAY
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Palicomp Alpha Excite

£830 (with monitor) from www.

palicomp.co.uk

Date tested: August 2012

Palicomp has done the best job of building a PC around

the Intel processor that delivers good performance in both

Windows and entertainment software.

KEY SPECS
Intel Core i5-3570K processor ■ 8GB memory ■ 32GB

maximum memory ■ Gigabyte Z77-D3H motherboard

■ 2TB hard drive ■ Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit

■ DVD writer ■ Blu-ray reader ■ 410 x 185 x 480mm

Asus N56VM

£815 from uk.insight.com

Date tested: August 2012

With pitch-perfect sound, a great

display and a healthy turn of

speed, this laptop is an astonishing

all-rounder.

KEY SPECS
2.3GHz Intel Core i7-3610QM processor ■ 8GB memory

■ Intel HM76 motherboard ■ 750GB hard drive ■ Intel HD

Graphics 4000/Nvidia GeForce GT 630M ■ Windows 7

Home Premium 64-bit ■ DVD writer ■ Blu-ray reader

■ 380 x 255 x 28mm
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iPad 3rd generation

£399 from www.apple.com/uk

Date tested: July 2012

With its stunning screen and impressive

battery life, the latest iPad is still the

most stylish and desirable tablet

available. The resolution of its Retina

screen is unrivalled and makes a huge difference to the

sharpness and detail.

KEY SPECS
iOS 5.1 ■ 16, 32 & 64GB storage ■ 9.7in touchcreen ■ 2,560

x 1,536 pixels resolution ■ 802.11a/b/g/n Wi-Fi ■ Bluetooth

■ IPS screen technology ■ 186 x 9.4 x 241mm ■ 652g

Lenovo G570 M51BHUK

£350 from www.lenovo.co.uk

Date tested: September 2012

This Lenovo laptop is great value,

has lots of features and is well

configured. It comes with an optical drive,

which is unusual for a laptop in this price range. It has a

glossy 15.6in screen and comfortably spaced keyboard.

KEY SPECS
Intel Core i3-2350M processor ■ 4GB memory ■ 500GB

hard drive ■ 15.6 widescreen ■ 1,366 x 768 pixels resolution

■ Intel HD Graphics 3000 ■ Windows 7 Home Premium

64-bit ■ 35 x 376 x 346mm ■ 2.4kg

1010inin TABLETTABLET

BUDGETLAPTOPBUDGETLAPTOP RECHARGEABLEBATTERYRECHARGEABLEBATTERY

SOLID-STATEDRIVESOLID-STATEDRIVE

Duracell Rechargeable Supreme

£6 for pack of four from

www.amazon.co.uk

Date tested: September 2012

These batteries are attractively priced and

have excellent capacities, so they are

perfect for devices that require a lot of

energy. They also support fast-charging,

so you can get them up to near full

capacity very quickly.

KEY SPECS
NiMH cell ■ 2,450mAh rated capacity

■ 1.2V voltage ■ AA battery type

Corsair Performance Series Pro 256GB

£240 from www.corsair.com

Date tested: August 2012

Although it faltered slightly in

our large-file read-speed test,

this SSD proved fastest overall.

Coupled with its reasonable price and

generous capacity, it’s a tough act to beat.

KEY SPECS
256GB ■ 94p per GB ■ SATA3 interface ■ SATA power

connector ■ 2.5in drive size ■ Three-year return-to-base

warranty

ifference to the

ice and

ing

of building a PC around
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WithAPCBack-UPS, your
digital life goes on...

Preserve what’smost important to you
Reliable power backup for 24/7 availability
Whether DVRing your favorite show, updating your Facebook status, or playing a live
network game, you depend on your home electronics every day, all day. That’s why
APC™ by Schneider Electric™ has designed battery backup solutions that protect the
constant availability and connectivity you expect… and depend on.

Peace-of-mind protection on two levels
When the power goes out, our popular Back-UPS™ units go to work. They instantly
switch your home technologies to emergency power, allowing you to work through brief
power outages or safely shut down your systems so you won’t lose valuable files—such
as digital photos and media libraries. They also feature surge outlets to guard your
electronics and data from ‘dirty’ power and damaging power surges—even lightning.
So you get two levels of protection in every APC Back-UPS unit!

Energy-saving insurance for what matters most
Our Back-UPS units protect your home office, digital living and home media applications,
notebook computers, DVRs, and gaming application. And since we now offer
energy-efficient models that reduce electricity costs through unique power-saving outlets,
you can realise true energy savings regardless of the applications you’re backing up.
Throughout your home, the APC Back-UPS is the cost-saving insurance you need to stay
up and running and reliably safeguarded from both unpredictable power and wasteful
energy drains.

evenwhen the
power goes off

Register today andget a chance toWIN an iPad 2!
Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code 25244p
Call 08 45 080 5034 Fax 0118 903 7840

Keepyourelectronicsup
andyourenergyusedown!

ES Series
Theever-popularESmodels arepricedaffordably yetprovide
enoughextended runtime toallowyou towork throughshort and
mediumpoweroutages. Somepower-savingmodelshave been
designed toactively reduceenergycosts.

The energy-efficient ES Series
ThenewESboasts innovativepower-savingoutlets,which
automatically shutoff power tounuseddeviceswhenyour
electronics are turnedoff or asleep, eliminatingwasteful
electricitydrains.

BE 700G-UK
• 8outlets
•405watts/700VA
•Up to80minutes runtime
•Telephone/networkprotection

BE 550G-UK
• 8outlets
• 330watts/550VA
•Up to55minutes runtime
•Telephone/networkprotection
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Bitdefender Internet Security 2012

£18.49 (One year,
one PC) from
www.kikatek.com

Date tested: Jan 2012

It’s hard to find fault

with Bitdefender

because it has

so much going for it.

The software coped with all the security problems we

threw at it and achieved a perfect score in our false-

positive tests.

KEY FEATURES
Real-time protection ■ Email scanning ■ Web-link scanner

■ Rescue disc ■ Firewall ■ Parental controls ■ Spam filtering

FOTO.com

5p per 6 x 4in print
from uk.foto.com

Date tested: Jan 2012

FOTO.com gives you

lots of printing options,

a huge range of

novelty items and

plenty of ways to

upload your photos. But most importantly, it has the

best-quality prints.

KEY FEATURES
Web interface ■ Order via Facebook, Flickr and Picasa

■ 2-3 days delivery ■ JPEG format ■ 15MB maximum

file size

Google Drive

Free for 5GB from

drive.google.com

Date tested: May 2012

Google Drive is easy to use

and has plenty of tools and

options if you want to delve

deeper. There’s a reasonable amount of space available for

free, and adding more storage space doesn’t cost too

much.

KEY FEATURES
Android app ■ Web interface ■ Edit files on web

■ File-sharing ■ PC and Mac ■ 30 viewable file types

■ Old versions saved for 30 days

Roxio Creator 2012 Pro

£69.99 from

www.roxio.co.uk

Date tested:
March 2012

Roxio’s burning

software is well

organised and easy to

use. However, it’s only worth the price if you’re going to use

the extra VideoWave and PhotoSuite software bundled

with it.

KEY FEATURES
Blu-ray, DVD and CD burning ■ Video- and image-editing

software ■ Back-up tools ■ Audio cleaning ■ Disc copier

Jimdo

Free from www.jimdo.com

Date tested: September

2012

For a free service, Jimdo

has a great set of

features, including

unlimited pages,

unlimited bandwidth and

the option to set up a

simple shop.

KEY FEATURES
500MB of space ■ Unlimited monthly bandwidth ■

Unlimited pages ■ 81 templates ■ Upgrade (£5 per month)

for email inboxes and domain name

Livedrive Pro Suite

£15 per month from

www.livedrive.com

Date tested: July 2012

Livedrive’s combined

back-up and sync service

is expensive, but it

provides an immense

amount of storage space. It lets you back up and sync five

PCs, and has Android and iOS apps.

KEY FEATURES
Android and iOS apps ■ Unlimited back-up, 5TB sync

■ 256-bit AES encryption ■ Continuous schedule options

■ Old versions saved for 30 days

ONLINEWEBSITEBUILDINGONLINEWEBSITEBUILDING ONLINEBACK-UPONLINEBACK-UP

SYNCINGSYNCING DISCBURNINGDISCBURNING
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This tiny program adds a small icon to your System Tray that

gives you instant access to all the power options in Windows.

Right-click the icon and you’ll be able to quickly log off,

restart, sleep, hibernate or shut down your system. Double-

clicking the icon will lock your computer to prevent

unauthorised access.

Be sure to decline SweetPacks during installation, because

it makes changes to your browser.

bit.ly/mega302

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7

File size: 10.3MB

ShutDown Manager 2012
bit.ly/shutdownman302

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

File size: 2.6MB

GAMEGAME

This fan-made addition to the Mega Man series, which was

first released for the Nintendo Game Boy in the Nineties,

offers a twist on previous games. Although it’s still a platform-

based action game, you can now play as one of the Robot

Master bosses. Defeat the boss at the end of one level, and

you get to control him in the next, using his unique abilities to

beat the obstacles in your path. Turn to page 54 for more

great retro games.

SHUTDOWN TOOLSHUTDOWN TOOL

ANTI-VIRUS SOFTWAREANTI-VIRUS SOFTWARE

AVG Anti-Virus Free 2013

The first thing you’ll notice

about the 2013 edition of

AVG’s free anti-virus software

is its new Windows 8-style

interface, which displays tiles

for each of the installed

components. It’s clean and

easy to use, and lets you add

extra modules and AVG apps.

As soon as you’ve finished

installing the software, you’ll

be prompted to run your first

scan. This takes slightly

longer than subsequent

scans but once it’s complete,

your system should be fully

protected. You can run a

scan at any time and click the

button to the right of the

‘Scan now’ box to access

options to ‘Manage

scheduled scans’, ‘Scan

2013 automatically checks for

rootkits, you can run a

separate sweep for them at

any time by clicking the

Computer button on the

home screen.

The standard installation

whole computer’,

or ‘Scan specific

files or folders’.

The settings for

the last two will

let you choose

what the software

should scan for,

and what it

should do with

any malware it

detects.

According to

AVG, the

scanning speed

of the new edition

is 36 per cent faster, and it

certainly completes full

checks in a short time. The

software is noticeably

quicker to load, too.

Although Ant-Virus Free

will add the AVG toolbar to

your browser and change its

default search engine. To

avoid this, make sure you

choose the Custom install

and deselect any options you

don’t want.

Mega Man: Day in the Limelight 2

1919 FREEFREEDOWNLOADS

DOWNLOADS
free.avg.com

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

File size: 40MB
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THREE OF A KIND

EBOOK CREATORS

Sigil
code.google.com/p/sigil

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7,

or Mac OS X File size: 12.8MB

This WYSIWYG (What You See is What

You Get) ebook designer lets you create

and edit publications in ePub format. It’s

easy to use and there’s a tutorial available

for extra help.

eCub
www.juliansmart.com/ecub

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7,

Mac OS X or Linux File size: 3.2MB

Using eCub, you can convert text files

and web pages into ePub and Kindle-

friendly Mobipocket books. A wizard

guides you through the creation process

and there’s a smart cover designer.

REGISTRY TOOLREGISTRY TOOL

Errors in the Windows Registry can lead to all sorts of trouble, including

freezes and crashes. HLP’s free tool can safely find and fix invalid entries,

giving you complete control over which Registry keys to target and what to

remove. You can choose to create a restore point before making any changes,

which means you can roll back your system if you encounter any problems.

The software can also save details of each scan.

HLP Free Windows Registry Cleaner

With the imminent launch of Windows 8, a lot of people will be concerned

about having to use the new operating system without a Start menu. ViStart 8

reintroduces the missing menu into Windows 8, but also improves the Start

menu in earlier versions of Windows. Make sure you decline the bundled

extras when you install the program.

WINDOWS CUSTOMISERWINDOWS CUSTOMISER

ViStart 8
lee-soft.com

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 File size: 754KB

bit.ly/hlpfree302

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 File size: 1.3MB

Mobipocket Creator
bit.ly/mobi302

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7

File size: 10.1MB

This program lets you turn any Word

document, text file, PDF or web page

into an ebook that you can read on a

Kindle or other compatible device. It also

lets you create new publications from

scratch.

Available to buy now priced £99.95, Pinnacle Studio 16 Ultimate is an

easy-to-use power tool for creating professional-looking videos

and multimedia. Built on trusted award-winning

Pinnacle technology, it delivers frame-accurate

editing on an unlimited number of tracks in HD or

advanced stereoscopic 3D. Other features include

enhanced media tagging, custom-fit soundtracks,

Blu-ray authoring in Dolby 5.1 Surround and one-

click sharing. To enter, email webusercomp@

dennis.co.uk with ‘pinnacle’ in the subject line. For

more information visit www.pinnaclesys.com.

COMPETITIONCOMPETITION
Pinnacle Studio 16 Ultimate

16 Ultimate is an

vid

WIN
1OF 6COPIES!
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bit.ly/ramdisk302

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7

File size: 6.8MB

If you have a lot of memory installed on your

PC, you can use this program to turn some of

it into a very speedy virtual disk drive. Any

files or programs you store in the RAMDisk

can be accessed in a fraction of the time, and

you can use the save and load features to

store data on your hard drive, so it won’t be

lost when you shut down or reboot your PC.

The free version limits the virtual drive to a

maximum of 4GB, but that should be plenty

for most users. This is because the more

memory you devote to the RAMDisk, the less

will be available for important system tasks,

such as running Windows and other

programs.

FILE MANAGERFILE MANAGER

Windows Explorer has improved a lot over the years,

but it still doesn’t have tabs. Clover corrects this

oversight by bringing multi-tab functionality to the

file manager, so you can easily jump between open

folders.

The program looks and behaves like an integral

part of Explorer, and the tabs are managed in the

same way as in your browser. You can rearrange

them to suit your needs, and pull out tabs to create

separate windows. There’s also a bookmarks bar,

which gives you a place to store files, folders and

shortcuts that you access regularly.

Clover 2
bit.ly/clover302

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7

File size: 2.4MB

STORAGE TOOLSTORAGE TOOL

RAMDisk 4.0

PRIVACY TOOLPRIVACY TOOL

The free version of A+ Folder Locker lets you

keep personal data safe from prying eyes.

You can create multiple lockers and set the

size for each one. Lockers can hide files,

folders, drives and installed software, and are

protected with a password or, if you prefer, a

data pattern. For additional security, they can

be set to self-destruct if the password is

entered incorrectly five times.

Additional tools include a file shredder and

a hide-and-disguise option, which stores text

invisibly inside a photograph (using a trick

called steganography). For more features,

you can upgrade to the paid-for version of

the program for $29.95 (about £18.46).

A+ Folder Locker Free
bit.ly/folderlocker302

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

File size: 2.4MB
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BROWSERBROWSER

Chrome 22
www.google.co.uk/chrome

Min requirements: Windows

XP/Vista/7/8

File size: 30.77MB

The latest version of Google’s browser offers better

protection against dangerous Flash apps by running the

plug-in in a secure sandbox. Chrome’s spanner icon has

been replaced by a ‘hotdog’ design and the new ‘mouse

lock’ feature gives you greater control over online games.

EMAIL PROGRAMEMAIL PROGRAM

Thunderbird 15.01
www.mozilla.org/thunderbird

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7

File size: 17.63MB

Mozilla has fixed a few problems in the most recent release

of its popular email program. These include Thunderbird

sometimes crashing when you forwarded or searched for

messages, and the find-and-replace spelling tool not

working in the Compose window.

DOWNLOAD MANAGERDOWNLOAD MANAGER

Download Accelerator Plus 10.0.4.3
www.speedbit.com

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7

File size: 10.13MB

This download manager, which we recommended in our

‘Download everything faster’ feature in Issue 300, has

added some useful features.

You can now easily convert

YouTube videos to MP3 format,

and download and convert any

online video with a single click.

Make sure you untick unwanted

extras during installation.

MEDIA ORGANISERMEDIA ORGANISER

iTunes 10.7
www.apple.com/uk/itunes

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7, Mac OS X

File size: 74.9MB

Until iTunes 11 launches later this month, you’ll have to make

do with this update to Apple’s media-organising software. It

adds support for iOS 6 running on compatible iPhone, iPad,

and iPod Touch devices, as well as the new iPod Nano and

iPod Shuffle.

DISC-BURNING TOOLDISC-BURNING TOOL

InfraRecorder 0.53
infrarecorder.org

Min requirements: Windows XP/

Vista/7

File size: 3.96MB

This excellent free disc-burning

tool has been updated for the first time in a year and a half.

The new version fixes an issue whereby the maximum write

speed would be used instead of the one you selected when

burning DVDs. It also makes several tweaks to the interface.

READERREADER
RECOMMENDSRECOMMENDS

Clipupload (www

.clipupload.net) lets you

quickly upload the

contents of your

clipboard to various

destinations, such as

Dropbox, Facebook and

Imgur, or an FTP server.

Just right-click the small

icon that sits in your

System Tray to pick an

upload method.

Ezyduzzit, via Web User
Forums

If you’re worried about people spying on

what you get up to on your computer, you

can use this simple tool to remove most

traces of your activities. Anti Tracks Free

(from the same people who made A+ Folder

Locker) also offers a disk wiper and secure

eraser; can hide files and folders; and offers a

panic key that you can hit to instantly hide

certain windows. Additionally, the software

has its own program uninstaller and a

Windows start-up manager.

Written in just 48 hours, Soul Jar is a platform

game in which you explore the environment

around you with the help of a robot (the soul

jar of the title), whose intelligence and

behaviour change, depending on how you

play. Kill lots of enemies, for example, and the

robot will become aggressive like you.
Anti Tracks Free

Soul Jar

bit.ly/antitracks302

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

File size: 2.9MB

farmergnome.blogspot.co.uk

Min requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

File size: 2.7MB

HISTORY ERASERHISTORY ERASER

GAMEGAME

UPDATEDUPDATED ❘ New tweaks and fixes for your favourite programs

GET FREE SOFTWARE FIRST Subscribe to Web User at subscribe.webuser.co.ukGET FREE SOFTWARE FIRST Subscribe to Web User at subscribe.webuser.co.uk
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BEST FREE APPS
This fortnight’s top FREE smartphone and tablet apps

MONEY SAVINGMONEY SAVING

WeQ4u
bit.ly/queue302

Min requirements: Android (varies with device),

iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad, iOS 4.0+

File size: 407KB
The WeQ4u app

claims it can save

you up to £76 a

year on phone calls

to contact centres

and companies,

which can often be

expensive.

Each time you

call a premium rate

or a company

number and find

yourself put on

hold, the WeQ4u

app cleverly

disconnects

your handset,

but stays on

hold for you.

As soon as

someone picks

up, the app

automatically

redials your

number and,

once you

answer, your

phone is

reconnected to

the call, putting

you directly

through to a customer service agent.

We used the app to call Vodafone and British

Gas, and it worked well on both occasions.

VIDEOVIDEO

YouTube
bit.ly/youtube302

Min requirements: Android

(varies with device), iPhone,

iPod Touch, iPad, iOS 4.3+

File size: 7.5MB

The new YouTube app

for iOS lets you watch

thousands more videos on your mobile device;

including clips that were previously available

only on your computer. A new channel guide

can be opened by swiping your finger to the

left, and the app’s new search tools make

suggestions while you type. This helps you sort

between videos and channels, even if you’re

already watching a clip.

READERREADER

Feedly
bit.ly/feed302

Min requirements: Android

2.2+, iPhone, iPod Touch,

iPad, iOS 4.0+

File size: 5.3MB

Feedly links with your

Google Reader, Instapaper,

Pocket, Twitter and

Facebook accounts, to create a personalised

magazine of articles that match your interests.

It also scans blogs, websites and online news

pages to find content about topics you’ve said

you like. Your preferences and articles are

synced across your iOS devices and your

Kindle, as well as your browsers.

GPSGPS

ViewRanger
GPS Open
bit.ly/ranger302

Min requirements: Android

1.6+, iPhone, iPod Touch,

iPad, iOS 3.0+, BlackBerry

PlayBook 2.0+, Symbian

File size: 3.2MB

ViewRanger offers thousands

of walking, cycling and riding trails that you can

follow using your phone’s GPS, or download to

your handset. The app has also partnered with

LateRooms.com, to help you find places to stay

near your chosen route. It comes with free access

to basic global maps, but for £2.99, you can

upgrade to detailed Ordnance Survey maps.

FILMFILM

Flixster
bit.ly/flix302

Min requirements: Android

2.1+, iPhone, iPod Touch,

iPad, iOS 4.0+, Windows

Phone 7.5+

File size: 16.3MB

Flixster is a film reviews

app, with trailers, movie

news and show times for all

new and upcoming cinema

releases. You can also search for critic reviews

of older films, taken directly from Rotten

Tomatoes. Our favourite feature is the ‘Want to

See’ list, which is a wish-list of films you want to

watch. Sadly, the free movie-streaming offer is

only available in the US.

QRcodes
WeQ4u

ViewRanger
GPS Open

Feedly

YouTube

Flixster
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FIRST AIDFIRST AID

St John
Ambulance
bit.ly/john302

Min requirements:
Android 1.6+,

iPhone, iPod Touch,

iPad, iOS 3.1.3+

File size: 9MB

This app isn’t a substitute for having a

qualified first aider on hand, but it does

explain the basics of what to do if you’re

involved in an emergency situation, including

how to administer first aid for minor injuries.

The types of emergency are divided into

categories that include burns, drowning,

poisoning and resuscitation. The app also has

emergency-service numbers for the whole of

Europe.

EVENTSEVENTS

Eventbrite
bit.ly/event302

Min requirements:
Android 2.2+, iPhone,

iPod Touch, iPad, iOS

5.0+

File size: 2MB

Get information on local

gigs, festivals and other

events, using the

Eventbrite app. You can

quickly see times and dates, as well as ticket

prices and whether an event has sold out or not.

If it hasn’t, you can buy tickets through the app.

Anyone can add an event to Eventbrite, which

makes it ideal for promoting local charity days,

fundraisers and street parties.

SOCIAL NETWORKINGSOCIAL NETWORKING

Twitter
bit.ly/twit302

Min requirements:
Android 2.1+, iPhone, iPod

Touch, iPad, iOS 5.0+,

Windows Phone 7.5+,

BlackBerry 4.5+

File size: 3.8MB

Twitter has given its

web-based version and

apps a makeover. The

biggest difference is that

you can now add a header photo, similar to the

cover image for your Facebook Timeline, to sit

behind your profile picture. Photo streams are

now shown on profiles, and Twitter has

increased your privacy options, which makes it

possible to accept and deny follower requests.

MUSICMUSIC

Amazon Cloud
Player
bit.ly/cloud302

Min requirements:
Android 2.1+, iPhone,

iPod Touch, iPad, iOS

4.2+

File size: 7.8MB

You can now use your

phone or tablet to buy, as

well as stream, music

from your Amazon Cloud Player, including

music you’ve previously bought on iTunes or

have recently added to your computer. The app

is constantly updated with Daily Deals and free

music, and you can download tracks and albums

using your Amazon account details. Find out

more about the Cloud Player on page 12.

MUSIC
Habu
bit.ly/habu302

Min requirements: Android 3.0+,

iPhone, iPod Touch, iOS 4.3+

File size: 2.4MB

Price: 63p (Android) 69p (iOS)

Habu creates playlists based on your

mood, and groups songs by tempo and

genre. You can play tracks offline,

from your phone and from the cloud.

PHOTOSPHOTOS
PhotoViva
bit.ly/viva302

Min requirements: Android 2.3.3+,

iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad, iOS 3.0+

File size: 15.2MB

Price: 50p (Android), £1.49 (iOS)

Enhance an image’s vibrancy with the

PhotoViva colour app. You can also

add shadows and sharpen edges, and

undo your last 10 actions.

COCKTAILSCOCKTAILS
Gin O’Clock
bit.ly/cocktail302

Min requirements: Android 2.1+,

iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad, iOS 5.0+

File size: 3.5MB Price: 69p
Install Gin O’Clock, then either select a

cocktail recipe or enter any alcohol

and mixers you already have in your

drinks cupboard, and the app will

suggest a recipe for you.

CAMERACAMERA
Camera+
bit.ly/camera302

Min requirements: iPhone, iPod Touch,

iPad, iOS 4.0+

File size: 20.9 MB Price: 69p
Take professional-looking photos

using the Camera+ app. This has touch

exposure and focus settings, an image

stabiliser and a 6x digital zoom, as well

as effects and borders.

GAMESGAMES
Minecraft Pocket Edition
bit.ly/mine302

Min requirements: Android (varies

with device), iPhone, iPod Touch, iOS

4.3+ File size: Varies with device

Price: £4.99
The classic building game now comes

in a pocket edition for your phone and

tablet. You construct shelters to

protect against monster attacks, and

create worlds to share with friends.

NEW APPSWORTH PAYING FOR

St John Ambulance

Amazon Cloud
Player

Twitter

Eventbrite

NN55
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BEST NEWADD-ONS
This fortnight’s 10 most useful tools for your browser

Tell us your favourite add-ons at www.facebook.com/webusermagazine

SwiftPreview
www.swiftpreview.com

The latest version of this popular Chrome extension adds

several useful new features. You can now watch YouTube

videos simply by

hovering your mouse

over their links; get faster

and larger previews of

pages without opening

them; and zoom photos

on Facebook and other

sites.

Clipboard Sync
bit.ly/sync302

This add-on lets you sync data from your clipboard across

your Google account. Copy text on one device running

Chrome and you can paste it onto another. Just click the

toolbar icon in both browsers to copy and paste the

content. You’ll need

to select ‘Sync

everything’ in

Chrome’s settings.

Ge.tt for Twitter
www.ge.tt/twitter

Ge.tt is one of our

favourite ways to

share large files

online, and you can

now use it to post

photos, music and

videos of up to 2GB

on Twitter. Just install the add-on (it’s also available for

Firefox), then click the Attach button when you compose a

tweet to upload a file.

Inbox Pause
inboxpause.com

It’s hard to deal with a deluge of email when you’re trying to

focus on another task. This

add-on lets you ‘pause’ your

Gmail inbox to stop messages

coming through until you’re ready

to receive them. It’s particularly

handy if you receive automatic

notifications for new mail.

I’m Not Here
bit.ly/imnothere302

This geo-location

add-on helps

protect your

privacy online by

fooling websites

into thinking

you’re somewhere

else. Go into I’m

Not Here’s Preferences and either choose a

pre-set place, such as New York, Paris or

Timbuktu, or enter the co-ordinates of a

particular location.

Now on BBC
bit.ly/nowonbbc302

Find out what programmes are broadcasting

on BBC Radio by installing this Opera

add-on. You can easily

switch between 17

stations, including

Radios 1 to 6, the World

Service and Radio

Scotland, and view the

name of the current

show and presenter,

and the show on next.

Instagram for Firefox
bit.ly/instagram302

Instagram has been one of the most popular apps

of 2012, and this add-on brings the photo-sharing

tool to Firefox (it’s already available for Chrome).

You can view your feeds and images, and edit your profile, by clicking the

icon in the bottom-right corner of the browser.

LikeBuster for Firefox
bit.ly/like302

If you use Facebook, you’ve no doubt seen ‘like spam’ in your News Feed,

which appears when one of your friends ‘likes’ something online. This

add-on automatically hides these annoying entries, although you’ll still see

when someone ‘likes’ your own comments and posts.

Geography Puzzles
bit.ly/puzzles302

This fun Firefox add-on helps you improve your

knowledge of geography by completing jigsaw

puzzles. Choose a continent and the number of

pieces (between 10 and 100), then click Shuffle to

start the clock. Drag and drop the pieces into place to finish each puzzle.

Google Favicon 2009
bit.ly/2009favicon302

If you don’t like Google’s new ‘favicon’ – the small logo that appears in

your address bar and bookmarks – you can use this add-on to change it

back to the old one. If you weren’t keen on that either, install Google

Favicon 1998 (bit.ly/1998favicon302) to go back even further.

CHROMECHROME

OPERAOPERAFIREFOXFIREFOX
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EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO GET ONLINE

Whether you’re a web professional or a complete beginner,

we have everything you need to get yourself online.

We make it easy and have the hosting power your site needs

to make the internet come alive.

DOMAINS
Get the perfect domain for your website

from just £3.49 per year.

WEB HOSTING
Host your website in the cloud using our

flexible hosting packages with unlimited

features from just £2.99 per month.

WEBSITE BUILDER
Create your website easily in a matter of

minutes with no programming skills from

only £4.99 per month.

Identify and remove malware threats!
Keep your site safe from hackers. Site Scanner from

123-reg automatically notifies you if malicious code or

viruses are found on your site if it’s hosted with us or not!

NEW!

Personalised Email
Get your own email address personalised
to your domain from just 99p per month.

Start selling online
Sell your products online the easy way
with an eShop from just £9.99 per month.

Find out more at www.123-reg.co.uk
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I
read your Instant Expert on the new

Kindle Fire tablets with interest.

I know it’s been available in the US

for a while, and it hasn’t exactly set the

world alight there, but in the UK we

seem to be less obsessed with all things

Apple, and we’ve been crying out for

an affordable alternative to the iPad.

I’ve seen friends fork out a small

fortune on an iPad, then moan to me

that they hardly ever use it. Seems like

£500 wasted to me, and that’s always

put me off buying one. But the best

thing about the Kindle Fire is how

cheap it is, and for just £129, I’m

prepared to take a punt. I may not like

it. I may not use it as much as I’m

expecting to. But if it gathers dust in a

forgotten drawer, I’ll have only spent

£129 on it.

This time last year, everyone I knew

STAR EMAIL

Kindle Fire is the budget
tablet we’ve been waiting for

£25
winner

Don’t let the government
block web porn
Adam Carr says he is not the type to

reply to emails, and nor am I, but his rant

has forced me to reply (‘Be man enough

to ask for web porn’, Issue 299, bit.ly/

issue299). I can’t understand how a

person can justify being controlled and

censored by a government (and an ISP, if

he got his way). The facts are that many

adults enjoy pornography, either on their

own or with their partners, and should

not feel guilty about it. To suggest that

watching pornography makes someone

perverse offends me to the highest

degree. Pornography is not illegal and his

argument that many parents don’t know

how to block it is ridiculous. It can’t be

made much more simple.

I suggest that parents should not have

a television in their child’s bedroom (I

certainly don’t) and should keep an eye

on their children properly, as they did in

the good old days. We should look after

our kids, not the government or ISPs.

Ray Donaghy, via email

Adam Carr is fully entitled to his opinions

with regard to the government blocking

access to certain content on the web.

Personally, I believe his view to be in the

minority. How many times do we hear

cries of protest about countries such as

China or Russia denying their people a

free and open internet?

What I found most disturbing

about his comments, though, was

his attitude toward pornography

and the people who access it.

Just because this is something

that doesn’t “float his boat” does

not justify his labelling them as

perverts who should be getting

themselves a life.

I will agree with him that the

judicial system is a humourless

joke. But this judicial system only

carries out the work of a parliament that

enacts the laws; the same parliament he

is calling on to tell us what we can and

cannot do online, and the same

parliament that has eroded the authority

of parents and schools to properly

educate children about right and wrong.

But does this mean we have to don

sackcloth and ashes and turn our backs

on a free web? Please leave the web as it

is for all to enjoy and if you find

something not to your liking, move on to

something else.

Pete Jackson, via email

I love the Kindle and real
books
Not for the first time, the unstoppable

march of technological progress has left

me in a quandary. I’m a bit of a

bookworm and prefer reading to

watching TV. For most of my life, my love

of books has been easy to satisfy, as the

packed bookshelves in my home testify.

And now it should be even easier,

because I recently bought a Kindle.

I used it to read five books during a

recent holiday when I had to travel light

(so no chunky hardbacks). What an

amazing device it is.

was buying a Kindle, and I

think the Kindle Fire could

be this year’s must-have

Christmas present.

However, I can’t wait

until then – I pre-ordered

it this morning

(bit.ly/fire302).

I already love buying

ebooks for my Kindle,

so I have no concerns

about using Amazon to

buy content for my

Kindle Fire.

I feel the launch of the

Kindle Fire is a turning point. It gives

thousands of people who haven’t been

able to afford an iPad the chance to

participate in the touchscreen-tablet

revolution. Despite the scary levels of

hype that surrounds Apple, not everyone

wants to spend

half their wages

on a device that

seems to be a lot

more expensive

than it needs to

be (the iPhone 5

launch saw this

hype rise to new,

absurd levels).

Amazon has got its

pricing spot on.

Even if it is selling

the Kindle Fire at a

loss, it will make

enough money

through people buying films, music

and books. I wonder, if the past decade

belonged to Apple, will this one belong

to Amazon?

Stephen Ferris, via email
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Your Shout

NEXT FORTNIGHT…
How often do you Google
your own name?
Vote online at
www.webuser.co.uk

ON WEBUSER.CO.UK THIS FORTNIGHT WE ASKED…

Will you buy the
Kindle Fire?

Government shouldn’t
tells us what browser
to use
I’m no fan of Internet Explorer

because it’s slow, difficult to

use and has had loads of

security problems. But I’m a

bit wary of the German

government advising its

citizens not to use it, in

the wake of the recent

security scare. Is it really

the job of governments

to tell us which browser

But here’s my regret: I love the feel of

books. They are beautiful objects.

Judging a book by its cover has always

been one of life’s pleasures, one that’s

denied me on the Kindle. And turning a

page warms the soul in a way that

pressing a Kindle button never can.

I experienced a similar ambivalence

when I started buying CDs instead of

vinyl, and then MP3s instead of CDs.

What we gain in convenience, it seems,

we lose in aesthetic pleasure. The act of
enjoying content, whether it’s music or

books, feels less intimate and special,

though we can now enjoy it anywhere we

like, any time we like. That’s an

unavoidable trade-off, I guess. I wouldn’t

go back to a time before MP3s and

ebooks, but I think I should be allowed

the occasional nostalgic pang.

John Bryant, via email

to use or not use?

Our current government isn’t perfect,

and they sometimes have a

confused attitude towards

the internet. But at least

they don’t pretend they

know better than us, or

assume they automatically

know best. What happens

when there’s a Chrome-

specific security scare? Will

the German authorities wag

their fingers again?

Ray Gorham, via email

ACROSS
1. Plant with woody trunk (4)
3. Ramsay, Garnett or Tupper (3)
5. *(With 14 across) Twerps roam freely to automate
shut-down (5,5)
6. Russian pancake made with buckwheat flour (5)
8. *(With 19 across) Designed stark interface for software
to erase your history (4-6,4)
11. Moose, wapiti (3)
12. Solemn promise (4)
14. See 5 Across
16. *Even offered Dolly an app to create a personalised
magazine of articles (6)
18. Smith, Brooks or Gibson (3)
19. See 8 Across
20. *Catch a bus inside to play music based on your
mood (4)

DOWN
1. Largest brass instrument (4)
2. Capital of Zimbabwe (6)
3. Fight, ambush (6)
4. *Ex flirts wildly to create a film-review app (8)
5. *Gail is confused without a program to create
ebooks (5)
7. *Stampeding rhino meet to produce a geo-location
add-on (2,3,4)

THIS FORTNIGHT’S CROSSWORD

Crossword created using Crossword Compiler software,
from WordWeb Software (www.wordwebsoftware.com).

Clues marked with an asterisk are cryptic and refer to sites
and software featured in this issue of Web User. All other
clues are literal. Answers online at www.webuser.co.uk/
crossword

9. *Original Lowry contains a privacy-tool suite (5)
10. Sport using woods and irons (4)
13. Type of 1 across vulnerable to Dutch disease (3)
15. *Even children use books first to produce software
that converts text into ebooks (4)
17. Type of 1 across often found in graveyards (3)
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Getmore tips in our newsletter at www.webuser.co.uk/newsletter
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A
common complaint about the

web’s biggest sites is how

hard they are to contact. It

often feels like it’s impossible to

speak to someone on the phone or

get a reply to an email. But if you’re

persistent, and know where to target

your query, you can have success.

Contacting Google is very hard. To

be fair, if you have a problem with a

Google product, you can often find

the solution in its support pages (bit

.ly/support302). But if you draw a

blank, you end up at a dead-end

page (bit.ly/feedback302), where

Google admits that it won’t be able

to reply to you personally.

Rather than go mad trying to

contact Google, it might be better to

try its forums, where other people

might have an answer to your

question (bit.ly/forums302).

Alternatively, Google might respond

via Twitter (bit.ly/twittergoogle302).

Speaking to someone at eBay is

easier. For customer support, click

bit.ly/ebay302, then choose ‘Buying’,

‘Selling’ or ‘My account’. You’ll then

get the option to ring eBay on 0845

355 3229, though sometimes you’ll

need to quote the temporary

passcode that appears. Lines are

open Monday to Friday, 8am to 10pm,

and 9am to 6pm at weekends.

The top prize for customer service

goes to Amazon, who asks for your

number so you can be called back. If

you’re signed in when you do this, the

person ringing you back will know

who you are, so you won’t have to

waste time proving your identity. Visit

www.amazon.co

.uk/contactus, then click the links for

your particular problem.

If you don’t want to give Amazon

your number, you can ring on 0800

496 1081 (general queries) and 0800

496 2449 (Kindle questions). You can

also email Amazon through an online

form, or chat in real-time to an

assistant.

SEND YOUR EMAILS TO
WEBUSER@DENNIS.CO.UK

How to contact Google,
eBay and Amazon

Vicky Woollaston answers
all your consumer questions

ARE YOU EXCITED BY
THE ARRIVAL OF 4G

IN THE UK?

Considering the way our providers

cocked up the 3G coverage, I will have

to say no. I am not the slightest bit

excited.

Paul Wallace

I probably should be excited but no,

not really.

Emmy Von-Sweetie

Not really. People still struggle to get

3G, never mind 4G.

Gavin Stephen Green

I’m excited by a future of ultra-fast

cheap mobile internet. Then I can

finally drop my landline.

Chris Armstrong

HAS THE RECENT
INTERNET EXPLORER

BUG MADE YOU LESS LIKELY
TO USE IT?

It’ll probably be fixed before I use

Internet Explorer again (when hell

freezes over).

Ray Stanley

I haven’t used IE for years. Firefox all

the way for me.

John Wells

Internet Explorer is a fantastic web

browser for downloading Google

Chrome!

Simon Mellor

Internet Explorer is the worst browser

I’ve ever used. I’ve used Chrome or

Firefox for years.

David Robinson

I used Chrome, but as a result of

linking all my accounts, cookies and

other security flaws were transferred

onto all my devices. I’m going to move

to Firefox and then to IE10 when that

comes out. I only use IE at the

moment because my webcam logs

me into each site.

Alex Elliott

WILL YOU BUY THE
IPHONE 5?

No way. Why pay more for less? Yet

another over-hyped Apple rip-off. Yet

the masses will flock to get it, just like

sheep. Baaa!

James Warburton

I’m waiting for a Windows 8 phone.

Got a Windows 8 touchscreen PC up

and running today. It’s going to be a

game changer.

Jem Bayliss

No, my Windows phone is awesome.

Paul Chapman

I’ve got the iPhone 4S, and I don’t see

enough difference to make me want

an iPhone 5. If I had an older phone

then I probably would.

Louise

I think the iPhone 5 is not much

different to the iPhone 4. It’s just a

way of getting money out of people.

Yasmine Choudhry

Not at that price! Will wait for the next

one in the hope that it has some

major selling points.

Phil Smith

SHOULD PEOPLE BE
ARRESTED FOR

“OFFENSIVE” MESSAGES ON
FACEBOOK AND TWITTER?

I have to say no. We have seen some

appalling police decisions to prosecute

over the years. These people have

broken Twitter/Facebook codes of

conduct. They should just be removed.

Richard Morgan

I think we need a certain amount of

‘offensiveness’ in a healthy society. It’s

our ability to be shocked that helps us

define what we believe in.

Philip Wain

People should be as answerable for

their actions online as off. If you start

handing out offensive printed matter

in public places, it is no different than

posting it online. The law is there to

stop both happening.

Chris Hughes

Trolls targeting folk should at least get

fines, but who’s to decide what’s

offensive?

Sherbie
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Microsoft’s new operating system claims it will
revolutionise the way we use our PCs. Robert Irvine
cuts through the hype to suggest 33 reasons to skip
the upgrade and stick with what you’ve got
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Uninstall programs with a
single click
Getting rid of unwanted programs and

apps in Windows 8 is as easy as

right-clicking a tile on the Start screen

and choosing Uninstall. To add this

time-saving feature to your current

version of Windows, download the free

program Menu Uninstaller Ultra (bit.ly/

menu302). This lets you uninstall

software simply by right-clicking its

shortcut on your Desktop or in your

Start menu, and selecting Uninstall.

Much quicker than going through the

Control Panel.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista and 7

with .NET 4.0 Framework

Search the web from Windows
Explorer
In Windows 8, you can search websites

without opening your browser, by

launching the relevant apps. The same

speedy searches can be performed in

Windows 7 using a handy but little-

known feature called Federated Search.

This lets you search the web directly

from Windows Explorer using search

connectors for sites including Google,

Bing and Flickr.

You’ll find a good selection of

connectors at Windows Seven Forums

(bit.ly/search302). Download and install

one to add the search provider to

Windows Explorer. Select that option

and type your query into the search box

in the top-right corner to view matching

results.

Works with: Windows 7

Find programs and files faster
The new search tool in Windows 8 lets

you find files and programs by typing

the first few letters of a name. You can

then refine your search and open the

item you want. This isn’t radically

different to Windows 7 and Vista, where

you click the Start button and type a

query into the search box, but you can

make things even faster by installing

Launchy (www.launchy.net).

To use this free launcher, just press

Alt+Space; start typing the name of a

program, file or web address; and hit

Enter to open it. The software indexes

your Start menu, browser bookmarks

and any other folders you choose, so

your favourites are always at your

fingertips.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista and 7

SPEEDUPWINDOWSTASKSSPEEDUPWINDOWSTASKS

A
ccording to Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer, Windows

8 is “the deepest, broadest and most impactful”

version of Windows ever, and the “most important

piece of work we’ve ever done” (bit.ly/ballmer302). But

considering that’s what Microsoft said about Vista, which

was widely regarded as a failure, it’s hard not to be

sceptical about the benefits of Windows 8. Its colourful

interface, use of apps and compatibility with touchscreen

devices may make it significantly different to previous

versions of Windows, and the £24.99 upgrade is a bargain,

but many of us are perfectly happy with what we already

have. Why feel obliged to give up an interface that we

know our way around and feel comfortable using?

In this feature, we prove that there’s still life in Windows

7, Vista and XP. We reveal 25 secret tricks for improving

your current set-up and explain how to get Windows 8

features without the upgrade. We also highlight the tools

you’ll lose if you do make the switch. Look out for our full

review of Windows 8, which goes on sale 26 October, in

the next issue of Web User.

Shut down and restart
Windows instantly
With no Start button or menu in

Windows 8, shutting down your PC

involves a rather convoluted path of

launching the Charms bar on the

right-hand side of your screen, choosing

Settings, Power and then selecting ‘Shut

down’ or Restart.

The shut-down process is much easier

in older versions of Windows, and you

can make it even faster with a Desktop

shortcut. Right-click a blank area of the

Desktop and choose New, Shortcut.

Type shutdown.exe -r -t 00 into

the location box, click Next and then

Finish. You can now turn off your PC

instantly by double-clicking this

shut-down shortcut. Just remember to

save your work first! To create a Restart

shortcut, type shutdown.exe -r -t
00 into the location box.

In Windows 7, you can also pin the

shortcuts to your Taskbar for one-click

access.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista and 7
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Get quicker access to
system features
Although there’s no Start menu in

Windows 8, you can bring up a list

of commonly used functions by

pressing the Windows key + X. The

options include the Command

Prompt, Device Manager, Control

Panel, Task Manager and Registry

Editor.

To do this in your current version

of Windows, download the free

program WinPlusX 4 (bit.ly/

winplusx302). This works in exactly

the same way. You just press Win+X

to view a shortcut menu where you

can add and remove functions.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista

and 7

Delete unwanted files
instantly
One feature you probably won’t

miss in Windows 8 is the annoying

box that asks if you’re sure you

want to delete a file. This is disabled

by default, although you can turn it

on if you want to.

To delete files faster in older

versions of Windows, right-click the

Recycle Bin, choose Properties and,

on the Global tab, deselect the

option ‘Display delete confirmation

dialog’. Click OK and any files you

delete will be sent straight to the

Recycle Bin.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista

and 7

Add SkyDrive to Windows
Explorer
Windows 8 is fully integrated with

SkyDrive, which makes it easy to

upload files to Microsoft’s storage

service. To integrate SkyDrive with

Windows 7, download the official

SkyDrive for Windows app (bit.ly/

skydrive302). This adds a SkyDrive

option to Windows Explorer so you

can drag and drop photos,

documents and other files to and

from your online account. SkyDrive

now offers 7GB of storage to new

users (existing users get 25GB) and

lets you access your account on

mobile devices.

Works with: Windows 7

Add Dropbox to your ‘Send
to’ menu
SkyDrive integration is all very well,

but many people still prefer

Dropbox (www.dropbox.com), for

which there isn’t yet an official

Windows 8 app. If this puts you off

upgrading, you can make Dropbox

even easier to use in your current

version of Windows by adding it to

the right-click ‘Send to’ menu.

In Windows 7 and Vista, click

Start, type %APPDATA%\
Microsoft\Windows\SendTo and

press Enter. Hold down Ctrl and

drag the Dropbox option from your

Favorites list to the SendTo folder to

create a shortcut. Now, when you

right-click a file or folder, you’ll be

able to send it directly to your

Dropbox account.

In Windows XP, first go into the

Control Panel, choose Folder

Options (in the Appearance and

Themes category) and click View.

Select the option ‘Show hidden files

and folders’ and click OK. Open the

folder C:\Documents and Settings\

[User Name]\SendTo, right-click

and choose New, Shortcut. Select

your Dropbox folder to add a

shortcut to your ‘Send to’ menu.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista

and 7

MINI WORKSHOPMINI WORKSHOP

Make Windows 7 look like
Windows 8, using Omnimo

1Install and launch Rainmeter (rainmeter

.net), then download, extract and install

Omnimo (omnimo.info). On the Welcome

screen, set your clock settings to 12-hour or

24-hour time; 1 decide whether to display

the temperature in Fahrenheit or Celsius; 2

and either choose to keep your Desktop icons

as well as the Windows 8-style interface or

hide them for a cleaner look. 3

2Set a language, theme 1 and resolution.
2 Your screen will be transformed to

look like Windows 8, complete with

clickable tiles for your favourite programs

and services. 3 You can also choose a

default browser (we’ve gone for Chrome). 4

To add more tiles to the layout, click the +

icon and choose Panels from the menu. 5

3When the Panels box opens, click a tile 1

to make it appear on your Start screen,

where you can drag it into the desired

position. To customise the interface further,

click the + icon and choose Settings. 2 Here,

you can change the menu and tray icons, 3

and select a different Windows 8 theme from

Layout Themes. 4 To play around with

colours, click + again and choose Styles. 5

2

2

3

34

1

1

5

1

2
5

4

3
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CUSTOMISETHE INTERFACECUSTOMISETHE INTERFACE

Create a personalised Lock
screen
One of the better features in Windows 8

is the Lock screen, which displays an

image with information of your choice

when you’re not using your PC. This can

include the time, the weather and

notifications from your email and social

accounts. The screen also protects your

PC by requiring a password to unlock it.

To add a customised Lock screen to

your current set-up, install the free tool

Win Lock Pro 10 (winlockpro.blogspot

.co.uk). This lets you choose a

background, colour scheme and profile

picture; select a password or USB key to

lock the screen; and leave notes for

other people to read.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista and 7

Add international time clocks
to your Taskbar
Another annoying omission in Windows

8 is that the time and date are no longer

shown on your Taskbar. Although a

clock is displayed on the Lock screen,

you’ll need to press the Windows key +

C or click the right-hand side of your

screen (which will also launch the

Charms bar) to bring up the time in the

bottom-left corner.

In contrast, Windows 7 and Vista let

you add extra clocks to your Taskbar, so

you can see what the time is in different

countries. Right-click the existing clock,

choose ‘Adjust date/time’ and click the

Additional Clocks tab. Select one or

both of the ‘Show this clock’ options,

then choose a different time zone from

the drop-down menu.

To view the extra clocks, just hover

your mouse over the main one. It’s a

handy extra if you have friends or family

who live abroad.

Works with: Windows Vista and 7

Get the Windows 8 Start screen
for free
If you like the look of Windows 8, but

you’re reluctant to upgrade, there are

several free tools that apply the Modern

(formerly Metro) interface to Windows

7. These are easy to install and, just as

importantly, equally easy to remove.

Previously, we’ve recommended

Pulmon 2.0 (bit.ly/pulmon279),

although this hasn’t been updated to

reflect the final release of Windows 8.

There’s also the very simple Metro7

(www.metro7app.com), which offers

apps for Facebook, Gmail, photos, the

weather and more. Just be sure to

untick the Babylon extras during

installation (see page 56 for more

information).

For the best free Windows 8

experience, try Omnimo (omnimo.info),

which lets you configure the interface to

look and behave exactly how you want.

You’ll need to have the Desktop-

customisation program Rainmeter

(rainmeter.net) installed, but this is also

free to download.

See our Mini Workshop on page 46 to

find out how to make the most of

Omnimo.

Works with: Windows 7

Get the new Windows Explorer
ribbon
Many people don’t like the ribbon

interface that was introduced in Office

2007, but that hasn’t prevented

Microsoft adding it to all Explorer

windows in Windows 8. The Explorer

ribbon packs commonly used features

into tabs such as Home, Share and

Manage, with the old Edit and Tools

menus gone for good. It’s either easier

or fiddlier to use, depending on your

viewpoint.

If you like the new ribbon, you can get

it now by installing BExplorer (bit.ly/

bexplorer302). This brings the tabbed

interface and many of the same features

to Windows 7, including the ability to

‘clone’ a tab so you can work with

different sub-folders side-by-side. Note

that BExplorer doesn’t replace Windows

Explorer, but is launched separately.

Works with: Windows 7

Customise the title bars of
windows
A subtle but welcome change in

Windows 8 is to the title bar of windows,

which now places the name of the folder

and its icon in the centre, so you always

know what you’re looking at. The Up

button (last seen in Windows XP) has

also been restored, so you can jump

straight to the parent folder.

To customise your title bars to include

folder names, icons and Up buttons,

install the free tool Classic Shell (bit.ly/

classic302). Open Windows Explorer

and click the Classic Explorer Settings

button that now appears on the toolbar.

Select All Settings, click the Title Bar

tab and tick ‘Show caption in the title

bar’ and ‘Show icon in the title bar’. Now

click the Up Button tab, select After

Back/Forward and click OK.

Classic Shell also lets you customise

your Start menu and toolbars to suit

your tastes and needs. If you don’t like

the changes, just uninstall the program

to go back to normal.

Works with: Windows Vista and 7
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INCREASEYOURSECURITYINCREASEYOURSECURITY

Double your malware
protection for free
Windows 8 comes with the anti-

malware software Windows Defender

pre-installed and activated. This

provides real-time protection against

viruses, spyware and other internet

threats, and is a replacement for

Microsoft Security Essentials (windows

.microsoft.com/mse), which doesn’t run

on the new operating system.

Confusingly, Security Essentials was

Microsoft’s replacement for a previous

tool, also called Windows Defender,

and it looks identical to this new

program of the same name.

You can’t run the Windows 8 version

of Defender on other editions of

Windows, but Microsoft Security

Essentials provides a perfectly

adequate level of protection for your

PC. It’s very easy to use, offers Quick,

Full and Custom scans, and lets you

schedule the scans at a time that best

suits you.

For particularly stubborn malware

infections, such as rootkits, download

Microsoft’s free tool Windows

Defender Offline (bit.ly/defender302).

This can be installed on and run

from a CD, DVD or USB drive, to

detect and remove stubborn security

threats.

Works with: Windows Vista and 7

Stop programs hogging system
memory
The revamped Task Manager in Windows

8 has been widely praised by reviewers.

Our sister title PC Pro called it “well

designed and a tool even non-experts

may find useful” (bit.ly/pcpro302).

The new Manager provides lots of

detailed information about active

programs and services, including

graphs that show at a glance how your

system resources are being used.

You can get this information in your

current version of Windows by

downloading Process Explorer from

Sysinternals (bit.ly/process302). This

shows you how much memory,

processor power and hard-drive space

each process on your PC is using, so

you can identify, stop and suspend the

biggest resource hogs.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista and 7

Turn off unnecessary Windows
features
Part of the reason Windows 8 boots

faster than Windows 7 (by 20 seconds,

according to PC Pro) is because it has

fewer extras enabled by default. These

include elements such as Remote

Differential Compression, XPS Services,

Windows Gadget Platform and other

tools you’ll probably never use.

To disable these unnecessary features

MAKEWINDOWSRUNFASTERMAKEWINDOWSRUNFASTER

in Windows 7, go to Start, Control

Panel, Programs and click ‘Turn

Windows features on or off’. Untick the

boxes next to the options you don’t

want and click OK. You can turn them

on again later if you change your mind.

Works with: Windows 7

Run your favourite programs
from the cloud
Because Windows 8 prioritises apps

over programs, you can effectively

work ‘in the cloud’. This frees up drive

space and can make your PC run faster.

To run your favourite programs from

the web in older versions of Windows,

install the excellent free tool Spoon

(spoon.net). Sign up for an account and

you can choose from a selection of

apps including Chrome, Firefox, VLC

Media Player, LibreOffice and Skype.

Click Run to launch a program from the

cloud without needing to download it

first.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista and 7

Protect accounts with a picture
password
One of the most innovative new

security features in Windows 8 is the

option to lock your system with an

image rather than a typed password.

You choose a picture and then draw

three gestures on it, using a

combination of circles, straight lines or

taps. You then repeat these gestures to

unlock your PC.

Microsoft has patented the Picture

Password idea, which means there are
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START MENU (AND BUTTON)
This is the biggest change in

Windows 8, but you can restore it

using the free tool ViStart 8

(lee-soft.com) – see page 35.

WINDOWS MEDIA CENTER
You now need to install Media

Center separately. Microsoft was

originally going to charge for the

download, but has changed its

mind and made it free.

WINDOWS DVD MAKER
The DVD-burning program has

been removed from Windows 8, so

you’ll need to use a separate tool

to create discs.

WINDOWS UPDATE
NOTIFICATIONS
You no longer get alerts in your

System Tray when you need to

install an update. Instead,

notifications will appear on the

Lock and Login screens.

AERO/GLASS THEME
The ‘translucent glass’ theme from

Windows 7 and Vista has been

scrapped from the final version of

Windows 8.

WINDOWS BASIC AND
CLASSIC THEMES
You will no longer be able to make

Windows look like it did in 1998.

WINDOWS LOG-ON AND
LOG-OFF SOUNDS
Shockingly, Microsoft has removed

the famous noises that play when

Windows starts up and shuts down,

“for performance reasons”.

MSCONFIG’S STARTUP TAB
The start-up utility has been moved

to the Task Manager, which may

confuse people who are used to

typing msconfig to access it.

8 FEATURES YOU’LL
MISS INWINDOWS 8

no third-party tools available that can

perform the same operation. However,

there is a Microsoft tool called Origami

Experience 2.0 (bit.ly/origami302) that

includes an early version of the feature.

This program was launched for the

ultra-mobile PC platform in 2008, but it

should work on any system running

Vista.

There’s also a Firefox add-on called

ObPwd (bit.ly/obpwd302) that lets you

create and enter passwords using an

image. Install the add-on, then right-

click a picture on a web page.

Choose ‘Object-based password’

then ‘Get ObPwd from Image’ to

generate a password. When you

register with a site or service, paste the

password into the relevant field. You

can then log into the account using the

same picture.

Works with: Windows Vista (Origami

Experience).

Windows XP, Vista and 7 with Firefox

(ObPwd)

Update your software
automatically
Because Windows 8 apps are

constantly connected to the cloud, you

would think that they would be simple

to update. Instead, a cumbersome

process requires you to click a tile to

open the Windows Store, click the

Updates option to see which updates

have become available, and then click

Install to apply them.

In other versions of Windows, you

can keep up to date by using a free tool

called Ketarin (ketarin.canneverbe

.com). You simply add applications to

the program’s window and it will

automatically check their download

links and install updates as soon as

they’re available. You can either

monitor individual URLs or use your

FileHippo ID www.filehippo.com) to get

the latest software.

Alternatively, try the latest version of

Secunia PSI (secunia.com), which also

installs updates silently in the

background. It’s more bloated than

Ketarin, but is easier to use.

Works with:Windows XP, Vista and 7

UNLOCKSECRETWINDOWSTOOLSUNLOCKSECRETWINDOWSTOOLS

Find out which programs keep
crashing
Earlier this

year,

ReadWriteWeb

(www

.readwriteweb.

com) raved

about the

Reliability

Monitor in

Windows 8.

This tool tells

you which programs and services on

your computer have recently
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encountered problems, and rates your

system out of 10 for stability. The article

suggested this proves “Windows is

finally maturing” (bit.ly/windows302).

In fact, the Reliability Monitor is

nothing new and has actually been

around since Vista (when it was part of

the Reliability and Performance

Monitor). It’s a useful way to identify

software that regularly stops working

or responding, so you can fix it or find

an alternative.

See our Mini Workshop (below) to

find out how to use Reliability Monitor.

Works with: Windows Vista and 7

Capture and save what’s on
your screen
You can take screen grabs in all

versions of Windows by pressing the

Print Screen (or Prt Scr) button on your

keyboard and then pasting the capture

into an image-editing program such as

Paint. Windows 8 goes one better by

automatically saving the grab into your

Pictures folder as a PNG file when you

press the Windows key + Print Screen.

In Windows 7, there’s a useful hidden

feature called Snipping Tool that lets

you easily capture your whole screen,

or just selected areas and specific

windows. To launch this tool, click Start,

type Snipping Tool and press Enter.

When the program opens, you can

choose what you want to ‘snip’ and

either save the result or send it as an

email attachment. You can pin Snipping

Tool to your Taskbar to make it quicker

to open next time.

Works with: Windows 7

Restore previous versions of
corrupt files
The new File History feature in Window

8 stores multiple versions of your files.

This means you can easily roll back to

older copies of a document if the one

you’re working on becomes corrupt or

you’ve saved unwanted changes.

There is a tool for restoring previous

versions in Windows 7 (and some

editions of Vista), but it’s not so easy to

find. To use it, go to Start, right-click

Computer and choose Properties. Click

the ‘System protection’ option on the

left, select your hard drive and click

Configure. Choose the option ‘Restore

system settings and previous versions

of files’ and click OK.

Once you’ve enabled this feature, you

can right-click a corrupt or changed file

or folder, and choose ‘Restore previous

versions’. Select the version you want

and click Restore.

Works with: Windows 7 and Vista

(Business, Ultimate and Enterprise

editions)

Use the secret on-screen
keyboard
Because Windows 8 is primarily

designed for touchscreen devices,

its on-screen keyboard has been

touted as a key feature. In truth,

Windows has always offered a virtual

keyboard; you just need to know

where to look.

To launch the keyboard in XP, go to

Start, All Programs, Accessories,

Accessibility and choose On-Screen

Keyboard. In Windows 7 and Vista, go

to Control Panel, ‘Ease of Access’, ‘Ease

of Access Center’ and choose Start

On-Screen Keyboard.

To launch the keyboard every time

you start Windows 7 or Vista, click the

Options button on the keyboard,

choose ‘Control whether the On-Screen

Keyboard starts when I log on’ and

select ‘Use onscreen keyboard’. You can

also turn on Text Prediction in the

Options box, which will suggest words

1To launch Reliability Monitor, go to

Start, type perfmon /rel
(in Windows 7) 1 or perfmon (in

Vista) into the search box and press

Enter. You’ll now see a graph of your

PC’s reliability and problem history, 2

which you can view as a chart of days

or weeks. 3 Red crosses 4 indicate

software and hardware failures, and

yellow exclamation symbols 5 show

system warnings.

2Click the column for a day or week

to view details of the problems that

occurred. 1 These include the program

or service affected, a summary of what

happened and the date and time of the

error. Click ‘View technical details’ 2 for

more information, or choose ‘Check for a

solution’ 3 to try to fix the problem.

Alternatively, click the option ‘Check for

solutions to all problems’. 4

3Reliability Monitor will now check

for solutions 1 and display them

(where available) in the Action Center

section of the Control Panel. To store

details of problems your PC has

encountered, click the ‘Save reliability

history’ option at the bottom of the

window. 2 The graph’s blue line 3

tracks the stability of your system on a

scale of 1 to 10; the higher the number

the better.

MINI WORKSHOPMINI WORKSHOP ❘ Solve Windows problems using Reliability Monitor

1

2
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4
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when you start typing them. This isn’t

as sophisticated as the auto-complete

feature in Windows 8’s on-screen

keyboard, but it’s still handy.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista and 7

Link your online and Windows
accounts
Another useful option in Windows 8 is

to log in using your Microsoft Account

details (until recently, this was called a

Windows Live ID). This gives you instant

access to various Microsoft cloud

services including Outlook webmail,

SkyDrive and Messenger.

To link your Windows 7 account with

online services, download the Windows

Live Sign-in Assistant from the

Microsoft Download Center (bit.ly/

signin302). Now open the Control

Panel, choose User Accounts and then

click User Accounts again. Select ‘Link

online IDs’ then click ‘Link online ID’

next to the WindowLiveID provider, and

sign in with your Microsoft Account

details.

Works with: Windows 7

Log into Windows without a
password
You can log into Windows 8 with a

password, picture, PIN or Microsoft

Account, but many of us would rather

go straight to the Desktop when we

start our PC. Fortunately, it’s easy to

disable the login screen in all versions

of Windows (including 8), for faster

access to your files and programs. Hold

down the Windows key and press R,

then type netplwiz or control
userpasswords2 and press Enter.

When the User Accounts box opens,

untick the option ‘Users must enter a

user name and password to use this

computer’ and click OK. Type your

username and password to save your

settings and click OK again. You’ll need

to be in Administrator mode for this tip

to work.

Works with: Windows XP, Vista and 7

We asked Web User readers if

they’ll be upgrading to Windows 8.

Here’s what you told us.

It’s not compatible with my Linux

partition settings, so no!

Klaus Ko

I won’t be upgrading my Windows 7

machines, but I do now want to buy

a new Windows 8 device. Nothing

has tickled my fancy yet. I still want

to see Windows 8 in action on a

device that has all the kind of stuff

I’d use installed on it, so that I can

see how fast it is.

James McGinnis

It’s okay, but it needs a touchscreen

to make it worthwhile.

Steve Hadley

Yeah, I’ve been running it for a while

now. It’s Windows 7 with a touch

interface. It’s good! The biggest

draw will be the Live login.

Whatever device you are on, it will

be exactly the same with all your

documents and settings. Can’t wait

to try it on a tablet and phone!

Jem Bayliss

No, I will wait for Windows 9.

David Robinson

I still like Windows 7.

David R Bellairs

Let’s see if people like it after a

month of using it. Paul Girby
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id i d h t TTV
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WEEKWEEK 11
MONDAY

Download a free MP3
Head to music store 7digital and

download a new song for free from the

‘Free MP3s & Deals’ section (bit.ly/

digital302). Up to four new tracks are

added each week, including new

releases and songs hand-picked by

7digital staff.

What’s the catch?
You need a free 7digital account to

download tracks.

TUESDAY

Get paid-for software
for free
You can download a licensed

commercial program without paying a

penny by visiting Giveaway of the Day

(www.giveawayoftheday.com). Recent

offers include the encryption software

Power Key (worth £15) and image editor

PaintSupreme (worth £12).

What’s the catch?
Each offer only lasts for 24 hours. It’s a

US site so the timings are not always

midnight-to-midnight local time, but

there’s a countdown timer on each deal.

WEDNESDAY

Take someone out for a
movie and a pizza
If you’re an Orange customer, you can

get a free cinema ticket and enjoy a free

pizza before the film with Orange

Wednesdays 2-for-1 deals (bit.ly/

film302). To get the deal, text the word

FILM to 241 from your Orange phone

and you’ll be sent your ticket as a text

message. Show this at Pizza Express

and the cinema to claim the deal.

What’s the catch?
The text ticket is only valid for the

Wednesday you order it on, and can

only be used once. Also, not all films

and Pizza Express restaurants are

included in the offer.

THURSDAY

Discover a new magazine
Many magazines offer a free taster issue

that you can order online. Postage is

usually free and you’re under no

obligation to buy future issues or

subscribe. Current offers we found

include free copies of Computer
Shopper (bit.ly/shop302) and The Week
(bit.ly/weekmag302).

What’s the catch?
The free issue might not be the same

issue that’s on sale when you order it.

It may not even be the one pictured on

the site.

FRIDAY

Get a pint or a glass of wine
Sign up to the Marston’s Inns and

Taverns newsletter (www

.marstonsoffers.co.uk/offers-home)

to get a free drinks voucher. You can

redeem the voucher at any Marston’s

pub for a pint of cask ale or Fosters, a

glass of wine, a bottle of J20 or a soft

From music and software to books and food,
Vicky Woollaston explains where you can
bag a free gift every day for two weeks

drink. Find your nearest Marston’s at:

bit.ly/marstons302.

What’s the catch?
The voucher is valid for six months and

can only be used once. You must be

over 18 to sign up.

SATURDAY

Master your golf swing
If you want to get into golf, or get a few

tips from the experts, take advantage of

thousands of free taster and coaching

sessions available across the country. To

find a club that offers free lessons, go to

bit.ly/golf302 and click a county.

What’s the catch?
The size of the group sessions varies, as

do the times

and dates. If

your local club

doesn’t offer

free lessons, it

may offer taster

sessions at a

discounted

price.

SUNDAY

Relax with a Kindle book
Instead of trawling Amazon to find free

ebooks worth reading, let eReaderIQ

(www.ereaderiq.co.uk/free) do the hard

GETAFREEBIE
EVERYDAY
for a fortnight

Find your nearest Marston’s at:

/marstons302.

’s he ch?
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work for you. This excellent site tells you

all the free titles that have been added

to the Kindle store in the last 24 hours

and the previous week. You can browse

by various useful criteria, including

genre, length and customer rating.

What’s the catch?
Some ebooks are only free for a limited

time.

WEEKWEEK 22
MONDAY

Download a free song, film
or app from iTunes
Every Monday, Starbucks (bit.ly/

starbucks302) gives away a free iTunes

download, which includes songs, TV

shows, films, ebooks and apps. Pop into

your local Starbucks at the start of the

week and grab a ‘Pick of the Week’

card. This will explain what you have to

do to get your free download.

What’s the catch?
You can only download the songs,

shows, films, apps and ebooks on the

Pick of the Week list.

TUESDAY

Get a paid-for app for free
www.amazon.co.uk/get-appstore

Every day, Amazon offers its Appstore

users a paid-for app or game for free.

Recent offers include the ad-free

version of Angry Birds.

What’s the catch?
The Appstore is only available on

Android devices. To download it, enter

your email address and mobile number

at bit.ly/appstore302. You may need to

go into Settings, Security and tick the

‘Unknown sources’ box to install it.

WEDNESDAY

Treat yourself to an ice-
cream
www.crowncarveries.co.uk/signup

If you sign up to the Crown Carveries

newsletter, you get sent a voucher that

entitles you to free bottomless ice-

cream (worth £1.99) when you buy any

full-priced main meal. You can use the

voucher as many times as you like,

Monday to Saturday, until 30 November

2012. Find your nearest Crown Carvery

at www.crowncarveries.co.uk/

nationalsearch.

What’s the catch?
You must be over 18 to sign up. Only

one voucher can be used per person,

per day.

THURSDAY

Design a personalised
photo calendar
bit.ly/calendar302

Create your own personalised photo

calendar for 2012/13 from VistaPrint and

you’ll only have to pay for postage. This

wall calendar is usually worth £11.99.

You can upload photos for each month,

include a cover image and add

personalised events to individual days.

What’s the catch?
Postage and packaging prices start at

£2.93 for 21-day delivery. You need to

use the above link to get the calendar

for free rather than searching the

VistaPrint site.

FRIDAY

Get organised with
stationery products
bit.ly/avery302

Grab a free sample of stationery

products from office suppliers Avery,

including labels, stickers and an A4

organiser. You don’t need to be a

business or have a business address to

get this freebie; you just need to fill in

the online form.

What’s the catch?
The sample can take up to 28 days to be

delivered.

SATURDAY

Explore foreign cities
www.hostelworld.com/pdf-guides.php

Hostel World has created free, printable

city guides for more than 90 locations

worldwide. The guides are available as

PDFs and include useful phrases,

climate details and embassy phone

numbers, as well as cheap places to eat,

tourist attractions and events. If you

can’t print the guide, download it to

your phone or tablet instead.

What’s the catch?
The guides are in PDF format so you’ll

need a PDF viewer to open them.

SUNDAY

Plan days out in the UK
If you’re staying closer to home this

autumn, the National Trust is offering

free entry to many of its houses and

gardens until 30 April 2013. You can

print the voucher (bit.ly/national302) as

many

times as

you like,

but be

sure to

read the

list of

excluded

places.

You can

also get

a free

annual membership, worth £14.99, for

DaysOutUK.com (www.daysoutuk.com),

for discounted entry to hundreds of UK

attractions. Select the option for annual

membership and type SUPERBREAK into

the promotional code box.
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Babylon Toolbar
How do you get it?
Babylon Toolbar is usually bundled with

free software. When you install the main

program, the Babylon extras are

selected by default, so unless you untick

these options, they will also install.

What does it do?
Babylon is a set of dictionary and

translation tools that integrates with

various Windows and web programs.

Because its toolbar overrides system

settings and can prove difficult to

remove, several security websites

including CleanPCGuide.com (bit.ly/

cleanpc302), Yoo Security (bit.ly/

yoo302) and Spybot (bit.ly/spybot302)

have described Babylon as a browser

hijacker and adware.

As well as installing the Babylon

Toolbar, it will change the default search

engine and homepage in all your
browsers. Your PC may seem slower and

you may get mysterious error messages.

How do I get rid of it?
Babylon’s own removal instructions

(www.babylon.com/info/uninstall)

suggest you go into the Windows

Control Panel, uninstall Babylon, and

then remove the toolbar through your

browser’s Add-ons or Extensions

manager. This almost certainly won’t be

enough, so you should also try the

following:

In Chrome, click the Spanner icon and

choose Settings. In the ‘On start-up’

section, click the ‘Set pages’ link next to

‘Open a specific page or set of pages’

and delete the Babylon entry from the

list. Back on the Settings page, click

‘Manage search engines’, set Google as

the default and delete any suspicious

entries. Finally, select ‘Show Home

button’ under Appearance and change

the setting to your original homepage.

In Firefox, go to Tools, Options,

General to reset your homepage. Then

type about:config into the address

bar, click ‘I’ll be careful, I promise’ and

search for babylon. Right-click any

entries that appear in bold with ‘user

set’ as their value, and choose Reset.

Repeat the process for the term

keyword.URL. Now click the down

arrow in the Firefox search box, choose

Manage Search Engines and remove

Babylon

Search

from the

list.

In

Internet

Explorer,

click the

cog icon

in the

top-right

corner, choose ‘Manage add-ons’ and

disable every entry related to Babylon.

Click Search Providers, select ‘Search

the web (Babylon)’ and click Remove

(you may need to set another search

provider first). Then go to Tools, Internet

Options and change the homepage

address to your preferred site.

Some malware infections are beyond the
capabilities of even the best anti-virus
programs. Robert Irvine explains how to
manually eliminate five persistent offenders

Funmoods
How do you get it?
As with Babylon Toolbar, Funmoods is

often bundled and pre-selected with

free software. You can also download it

separately from the Funmoods website.

What does it do?
The Funmoods toolbar lets you insert

smileys into social-networking posts

and webmail messages, and gives you

access to online games and radio.

However, it’s also a browser hijacker

that changes your search provider and

homepage, so that the page

‘start.funmoods.com’ displays every

time you open a new tab.

How do I get rid of it?
Most of the removal instructions for

Babylon Toolbar also apply to

Funmoods, but there are a few extra

things you might need to do. In Firefox,

go to Tools, Add-ons, click Options (or

More) next to the Funmoods entry, then

select Advanced and uncheck the option

‘Use Funmoods as enhanced search for

new tab’. Click Remove to get rid of the

add-on. Next, type about:config into

the Firefox address bar, type browser.
newtab.url into the Search box, then

right-click it and choose Reset.

In Internet Explorer, go to Tools,

Remove theweb’s
WORSTMALWARE
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Internet Options and click the Settings

button under Tabs. Click the drop-down

menu under ‘When a new tab is opened,

open’ and select ‘The new tab page’.

If this doesn’t get rid of Funmoods,

you may need to delete some Registry

entries. See bit.ly/funmoods302 for

details, but be sure to create a restore

point before deleting anything.

Windows Anti-Malware
Patch
How do you get it?
Windows Anti-Malware Patch is

‘rogueware’, which means its name and

interface resemble a legitimate anti-

malware program (notably, the

Windows Security Center or Action

Center). This makes it easy to install

accidentally because you’re fooled into

thinking it will protect your PC.

What does it do?
Although it pretends to detect security

threats, Windows Anti-Malware Patch

tricks you into thinking your system is

infected when it probably isn’t. You’re

then persuaded to enter your card

details to buy the full version of the

program and remove the infection.

Windows Anti-Malware Patch is

particularly devious because it can

prevent genuine anti-malware tools

from running and removing it.

How do I get rid of it?
Malwarebytes Anti-Malware Free

(www.malwarebytes.org) can remove

Windows Anti-Malware Patch, but you’ll

need to disguise it first. Open the

program folder (normally C:\Program

Files\Malwarebytes’ Anti-Malware or

C:\Program Files (x86)\Malwarebytes’

Anti-Malware), then open the

Chameleon folder and double-click

svchost.exe. Press any key when

prompted and follow the on-screen

instructions to perform the scan and

removal.

If you don’t have Malwarebytes

installed, you’ll need to download the

Chameleon tool (bit.ly/chameleon302)

separately (or copy it from a USB drive)

to bypass the block. Double-click

svchost.exe to download, install and run

Malwarebytes Anti-Malware.

ZeroAccess
How do you get it?
ZeroAccess is commonly spread via

drive-by downloads (malware that

installs automatically without your

knowledge), fake games and fake

security tools.

What does it do?
According to the Naked Security blog

from Sophos (bit.ly/naked302),

ZeroAccess is a rootkit that “enslaves its

victims’ PCs, adding them to a peer-to-

peer botnet from which they receive

commands to download other malware”.

ZeroAccess is constantly evolving to

evade detection and increase the scope

of its infection. The latest varieties

affect both 32- and 64-bit versions of

Windows. It can put your personal data

at risk, slow down your system, and

bombard you with pop-ups.

How do I get rid of it?
Because ZeroAccess changes existing

processes on your PC, it’s very risky to

remove manually. Fortunately, there are

several free anti-malware tools that are

constantly updated to combat this nasty

rootkit. The most thorough are McAfee

Stinger (bit.ly/stinger302) and

Kaspersky TDSSKiller (bit.ly/tdss302),

both of which can be run in Safe Mode

(press F8 when booting your PC) for

best results.

Google Redirect Virus
How do you get it?
Also known as Tidserv or TDSS, the

Google Redirect Virus is a Backdoor

Trojan that’s usually spread through

malicious web links, spam email

attachments and fake security software.

What does it do?
When you run a Google search, your

results will take you to unrelated sites

that advertise products. You may also

get lots of pop-up ads, find your access

to security websites blocked and have

your system opened to further malware.

How do I get rid of it?
You may first need to reset your Hosts

file. You can do this with the free

Microsoft Fix it tool from bit.ly/

hosts302. Next, in Chrome, go to

Settings, ‘Change proxy settings’, LAN

Settings and ensure ‘Use a proxy server

for your LAN’ is unticked (this setting

also applies to IE). In Firefox, go to

Tools, Options, Advanced, Network,

Settings and select ‘No proxy’.

Now run McAfee Stinger, Kaspersky

TDSSKiller or Symantec’s Backdoor.

Tidserv Removal Tool (bit.ly/tidserv302)

to find and remove the infection. See

PCHell.com’s Google Redirect Virus

page (bit.ly/pchell302) for more

information.
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Download videos faster

2
If there is more than one video on a page, Video

Downloader won’t know which one you want and will

display a ‘What should I do?’ link. 1 Go back to the

browser, press play on the video you want, and paste in the

URL again. You can also refresh the link. 2

1
Find a video you want to download and copy its URL,

either by right-clicking the link and selecting Copy, or

pressing Ctrl+C. Open Freemake Video Downloader and

click Paste URL. 1 To paste multiple links, repeat this step.

3
To prioritise a download, drag and drop it to rearrange

the order. 1 To remove a download, click the cross. 2 If

you click the world button, 3 the link opens in your

browser and starts playing.

4
A settings window 1 will appear for each pasted link.

Set the quality of the download. 2 If more than one

quality option is available, Video Downloader will select

a recommended quality and highlight its finished size in red, 3

but you can select a different option if you want.

The latest version of Freemake’s Video Downloader has

added a host of new tools to make downloading videos

from the web quicker and easier. You can now change the

priority of downloads and put them in a queue, so that only

one or two videos are downloaded at a time. If you want to

download videos in the background, to save bandwidth for

your other web-based activities, you can set this in the

Options or change it on an ad-hoc basis from the home

screen. The software has updated the number of formats you

can download and convert videos to, including WMV, and you

can optimise videos for playback on Android and iOS devices.

If you want to download a video that has been shared

Freemake Video Downloader: bit.ly/freevid302 ❘ 10 mins ❘ XP/Vista/7

privately on social networks, you can connect your account to

give access to Video Downloader. There are also Parental

Controls to protect youngsters from adult content.

1
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5
Under ‘Choose action’, 1 you can download the video as

it is, at the quality set in Step 4; 2 extract its audio; 3 or

convert the video to another format after it has

downloaded. 4 New formats include iPhone, iPad and Android.
5 Choose where to save the video 6 then download. 7

6
Your downloads will begin. To pause individual

downloads, click the Pause button 1 or double-click the

video. Once a video has finished downloading, a green

Play button 2 will appear. Click the button to begin playback,

or choose ‘Show in folder’ 3 to open an Explorer window. 4

7
The download speed is set to ‘Unlimited’ by default. To

change this, click the speed link 1 and select the speed

you prefer from the list. 2 This speed will be saved and

becomes the default until you change it again.

8
You can also set the speed on the Connection tab 1 in

Options. 2 By default, all your videos are downloaded

simultaneously. If you would rather queue them and

download one or two at a time, you can choose your preferred

option from the drop-down menu. 3

10
To download private videos that have been shared

with you on Facebook, YouTube and other sites,

click the Accounts tab 1 and ‘Add an account’. 2

Choose the site from the drop-down list 3 and log in 4 to

connect your profile.

9
On the General tab, 1 you can set Video Downloader to

minimise to the tray 2 during downloads. Under Files,

you can disable thumbnails on adult videos 3 or hide

adult files completely, 4 as well as ‘lock adult sites’. 5

EXPERTTIP

VICKY WOOLLASTON says
The one-click Download tool saves your basic presets and applies them automatically to each link,

to make downloading faster. To enable it, move the slider to On. Click each blue link to change the

preset. ‘Optimal parameter’ sets the download quality, ‘Download’ can be changed to ‘Convert’ and

you can choose the default format and save location. To disable it, move the slider to Off.
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1With the Enable SmartPower box ticked, 1 your PC will try

to power down unless one of the rules you’re about to set

up stops it. Choose whether it should Hibernate, Suspend

or Shutdown from the drop-down menu. 2 ‘Grace time’ 3

delays the shut down by the length of time you set.

2To keep your PC running at specific times, Go to

Schedules 1 and tick the ‘Stay on’ box. 2 Either select

an existing schedule and click Edit, 3 or click Add 4 to

create a new one. Choose the days 5 and times 6 you want to

keep the PC alive. Wake-up 7 only works if your PC supports it.

3To keep your PC awake for as long as it takes to

download something overnight, click the Networks tab.
1 Tick the box to ‘Stay on when traffic on any network

interface is above a threshold’. 2 Tick the box next to the

Network Interface that’s connected. 3

4To stop the computer shutting down while it’s doing

something, like running a virus scan or rendering a

video, click the CPU tab. 1 Tick the box. 2 If the CPU

use falls below 10 per cent for the ‘Grace time’ you’ve set, it

indicates that your PC has finished its job and can shut down.

5To stop your PC sleeping when you’re watching a video

or listening to music, click the ‘Power requests’ tab. 1

Media players tend to request ‘Display power’ 2 and

‘System power’, 3 so tick those boxes.

6You may still want to shut down the computer if no-one

is using it, which is what Windows does. Click the Users

tab 1 and tick ‘Stay on when there are active users’. 2

Choose the idle time. 3 Both the mouse and the keyboard

must remain undisturbed for the PC to shut down.

Automate shutdown after certain tasks
The Control Panel’s Power Options can set your PC to go

into sleep mode after a period of inactivity. However, if

you need your PC to stay on for a big download or a

thorough virus scan, SmartPower can wait until the

operation is complete, then make your PC shut

down, go into sleep mode or hibernate.

SmartPower: bit.ly/smart302 ❘ 10 mins ❘ Vista/7
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1Click the Connectify icon in your Taskbar. 1 In the free

version, the hotspot name defaults to Connectify-me 2

and can’t be changed. The Pro version (£19.08 a year)

lets you rename your hotspot.

2Choose which connection you want to use to create

the hotspot from the ‘Internet to Share’ drop-down

menu. 1 If you’re not sure, click ‘Help me pick’ 2 and

the software will tell you the most suitable option.

3From the Share Over drop-down menu, 1 choose

which method you want people to connect with. The

free version allows sharing over Wi-Fi. To share over

Ethernet, you must have a Pro account.

4 In Sharing Mode, 1 select the Wi-Fi Access Point

option. 2 If this isn’t available, try ‘Wi-Fi Ad Hoc,

Open’ 3 to give anyone access, or ‘Wi-Fi Ad-Hoc,

Encrypted (WEP)’ 4 to use a password.

5Type a password for your hotspot into the Password

box. 1 It must be at least eight characters long. Using

numbers and special characters is optional, but the

password is case sensitive. Click Start Hotspot. 2
6To connect another device to your hotspot, find

‘Connectify-me’ in your network list and type the

password. The Clients tab 1 shows any devices

connected to your hotspot. 2 Pro users can share files by

dragging and dropping them onto this tab.

Create your own freeWi-Fi hotspot
By turning your PC into an internet hotspot, you can

share a public Wi-Fi log-on with others or closely

control guest access to your own.

To use Connectify’s Access Point option, you must

have Windows 7 and a supported network adapter.

See bit.ly/driver302 for a list of compatible devices.

Connectify Hotspot: www.connectify.me ❘ 10 mins ❘ 7
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EMAIL

Add ticks, exclamation
marks and more to Gmail
I have been using Gmail for over a year

now and have just discovered a new

feature. Maybe it was there all along and

I just didn’t notice, or perhaps it has

recently been added.

There’s a star next to each email and

clicking it gives it a colour. It’s useful for

important messages you don’t want to

lose. What I discovered is that you can

have ticks, question marks, exclamation

marks, and more. Click the gear icon top-

right and choose Settings. Select the

General tab and a little way down, in the

Stars section, are two lists: ‘In use’ and

‘Not in use’. Click and drag the coloured

stars and other symbols from ‘Not in use’

to the ‘In use’ list. Return to your inbox

and click the star to turn it yellow, then

click it again to display the next symbol.

Keep clicking to get the rest.

David Baker, via email

GENERAL PC

Clear Windows clipboard
Whenever you copy something, it is

saved to the clipboard. To save space, it

is worth clearing the clipboard each time.

There’s a tool for doing this in Windows.

In XP, type Clipbrd into the Run box on

the Start menu. Select Edit from the top

of the window and Delete. Confirm by

clicking Yes.

In Vista and 7, right-click the Desktop

and select New, Shortcut. In the Location

box, type:

cmd /c “echo off | clip”
and click Next. Name the shortcut and

click Finish. Right-click the shortcut,

select Properties and change Run to

Minimized. You can also change the icon

if you want. Click OK. Every time you

double-click this shortcut icon, your

clipboard will be cleared.

DABRadioFan and Madeline,
via Web User Forums

PHONE CALLS

Make cheap calls abroad
I’ve found a site that helps you make

cheap calls to any country. It’s certainly

cheaper than from a landline or mobile.

Go to www.telediscount.co.uk, find the

access code for the country you want to

call and enter it before the number.

Another excellent option is to use

MoneySavingExpert’s CallChecker tool

(callchecker.moneysavingexpert.com).

Dude111 and Tonygold58,
via Web User Forums

SOFTWARE

Windows Paint tips
Here are a few quick tips for Windows

Paint, the handy image editor that comes

free with Windows. If you double-click an

image in Explorer, to view it in Windows

Photo Viewer, and then decide to edit it,

right-click it and select ‘Open with’, Paint.

If the image is too big to fit on the

screen, the scroll wheel on the mouse

slides it up and down. To make changes

to the fine detail of an image, hold down

Shift as you spin the mouse wheel to

zoom in. Zoom out to make large images

shrink to fit the window.

When drawing lines, hold down Shift

and they will be precisely drawn

TOP TIP

The Master Password feature in Firefox

lets you minimise the number of

passwords you have to remember and

maximise how secure they are. It also

works on Firefox for Android.

After you’ve set a master password,

you’re prompted to enter it each time

you want to see your stored

passwords. These are kept in Tools,

Options, Security.

Your master password will unlock

the usernames and passwords you’ve

saved and Firefox will automatically fill

them in for you as you browse the web.

When you’re done browsing, you can

quit Firefox to lock up your usernames

and passwords again.

To set it up on your Android phone,

go to Menu and Settings. Tick the Use

Create a master
password for
Firefox

BROWSERS

Set a master password for your Firefox
browser, PC and phone, to protect your
saved passwords

£25
winner

Gmail messages can be marked with more
than just yellow stars. There is a range of
colours and symbols available

Master Password box. Create a master

password and select OK.

To set it up on your computer, go to

Tools, then Options. On the Security

tab, tick ‘Use a master password’. Type

a password and a quality meter will tell

you the strength of your password.

Click OK. Now you have fewer things

to remember and can feel a bit safer.

Tom Rochford, via email

Find the cheapest ways to make calls in
the UK and abroad using
MoneySavingExpert’s CallChecker
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vertically, horizontally or at 45 degrees.

To create perfect symmetrical shapes,

hold down Shift as you draw.

Paul Gillard, via email

BROWSERS

Stop Firefox updating
automatically
If you don’t like the new Firefox updating

feature, which runs in the background,

you can turn it off by going to Tools, then

Options. Click the Advanced tab, then

the Update tab. Under ‘Firefox updates’,

make sure that ‘Check for updates, but

let me choose whether to install them’ is

ticked. You may need to restart your

browser for the changes to take effect.

After you do this, you’ll get a

notification box from Firefox when an

update is available, and you can decide

when you want to download it.

Madeline, via Web User Forums

ANDROID

Watching Flash on the
Nexus 7
Adobe announced it has stopped

developing Flash for phones and tablets.

This means that you can only watch the

BBC iPlayer, for example, on devices up

to and including Android 4.0 (Ice Cream

Sandwich). Unfortunately, I have just

bought a Nexus 7 tablet, which runs

Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean), so I can’t get

access to any Flash content!

I have found a workaround, but it

requires downloading the Flash and

iPlayer APK developer files, so please

approach this with caution.

Go to Settings on your tablet or other

device. Click Security and, under Device

Administration, tick the ‘Unknown

sources’ box. This means you can allow

installation of apps not available on the

Google Play Store. I advise that you

untick this after you’ve installed Flash

and the iPlayer, and never install apps

from rogue or dodgy-looking sites.

Now go to bit.ly/flash302 on your

tablet, click the Flash Player link and

follow the steps to install it. Repeat this

for the iPlayer link. Once both are

installed, you should see an iPlayer icon

on your screen, plus get access to all

Flash-based websites. I’ve been using it

for several weeks now and not had any

problems.

If you just want the BBC iPlayer, and

aren’t bothered about other Flash sites,

the BBC has launched a separate app

called BBC Media Player (bit.ly/player

302) that lets you play shows on Android

Jelly Bean devices using Adobe AIR.

Mikael Gregory, via Web User Forums

GOOGLE

Add multiple Google
accounts to Android
You can link more than one Google

account to your Android device by going

to Settings. Open the Accounts menu

and select ‘Add account’. Choose Google,

New, ‘Add account’, then Click OK.

You can also do this in the Play Store.

Open the menu and select Accounts.

Add an account and enter the new

username and password.

This is useful if more than one person

wants to use the device to stream movies

from the Play Store, for example.

Sam Barton, via email

SOFTWARE

Change custom PDF colours
If you use Foxit Reader (foxitsoftware

.com) to view PDFs, you can change a

document’s colours to suit your eyes.

PDFs normally use black text on a white

background, but you can choose any

other combination, such as white on

black, yellow on blue or whatever you

like.

In Foxit Reader, select Tools,

Preferences and then select Documents

on the left. Tick Replace Document

Colors, select Custom Color, then click

the background and text colour tiles to

select new colours. I find a dark

background is far easier on the eye.

Luke Morris, via email

EMAIL

Quick Gmail settings
You don’t need to go into Gmail’s

Settings to activate POP3 and IMAP

because you can use a Support web

page at bit.ly/gmailsupp302 instead. Just

pick the option you want to enable and

your settings are changed in one click.

The page also has information about

the difference between POP3 and IMAP,

and how the features in both affect your

Gmail account’s behaviour.

BedstorfromAP, via Web User Forums

SOFTWARE

Free spellchecker
I’ve found a free spellchecker from

Ginger Software (www.gingersoftware

.com) that works with Internet Explorer,

Firefox, Outlook, Word, Microsoft Office

and many more. I just installed it on my

Windows XP computer and it doesn’t

conflict with anything. There is a choice

of UK or US dictionaries.

Joe_London, via Web User Forums

SOFTWARE

Create PDFs from any
program
PDF Creator (www.pdfforge.org) is a

useful, free program that creates PDFs

from any program you can print from.

You can also use it to create JPEGs and

other image files. All your creations can

be encrypted, so they can’t be opened or

printed by unauthorised people.

Madeline, via Web User Forums

If you don’t want Firefox to update
automatically, you can choose to have it
alert you of updates instead

A different colour scheme in Foxit Reader
can make PDF documents easier to read

If you see words that look like
they’ve been typed in a
typewriter, follow the instructions

and type them exactly as they

appear, paying close attention to

spaces and punctuation.
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NETWORKING

How can I extend my Wi-Fi
range?

Q I need to extend my Wi-Fi signal so

I can get online in my back garden. I

have a 60Mbps broadband connection

from Virgin Media, with a Super Hub

installed. The router is in my front

bedroom upstairs. The signal is fine

throughout the house, but I get

absolutely no signal in the garden.

Mortus, via Web User Forums

AVirgin has an article on its Help

pages (bit.ly/virgin302) telling you

how to improve your Super Hub’s

wireless signal. It explains ways in which

you can improve your wireless range by

reducing interference and obstacles. It

also explains how to boost your range

by adding a repeater to your network.

Have you considered moving your

router downstairs and using HomePlugs

to extend the signal throughout the

house? You can then opt to have wireless

or Ethernet connections on any PCs you

have upstairs, and the router will be

closer to the garden.

Difarn, via Web User Forums

GAMES

How do I fix the image
when playing Alley 19?

Q I have a copy of the Alley 19 bowling

game, originally made for Windows

95. It plays quite well on Windows 7, but

the pixels on the screen break up

sometimes and form blurred patches.

Can anyone tell me if this can be

corrected?

Trevordyke, via Web User Forums

A If you go to the publisher’s website

at http://bit.ly/alley19302, you can

download the last published version of

the game. When you start the game, you

will see the version number at the

bottom of the screen. If it’s not version

1.7, you can download an update from bit

.ly/alley302.

BedstorfromAP, via Web User Forums

EMAIL

How do I edit Thunderbird
contacts?

Q Is there a way to control what gets

put into the address book in

Thunderbird? I find that the address

book contains the email addresses of all

incoming and outgoing emails, and these

are added automatically. This means that

QWhen I use my laptop to stream

Sky Go or BBC iPlayer onto my

TV screen, I get a shimmering outline.

It’s fairly subtle, but I’d like to get rid of

it. Does anyone know what I need to

do to remove it?

Greenifan, via Web User Forums

AMake sure you match your

laptop’s video output mode to the

one that your TV supports on its

monitor input. You will have to look it

up in your TV specifications.

For example, on my TV, the PC input

(D-sub VGA) supports 1,024 x 768

pixels, 1,280 x 1,024 pixels and 1,920 x

1,080 pixels, all at 60Hz. My PC’s

graphics card supports the same

resolutions and frequencies. However,

my TV screen has a native resolution

of 1,920 x 1,080, so that’s the best one

to choose.

You can use lower-resolution modes

and have a black border. However, the

TV will scale them up in various ways if

you choose to do so from the TV’s

menu when using PC input.

My regular PC monitor is 1,024 x 768

pixels at 75Hz, so I have to change it to

match one of the settings I’ve listed

above when swapping over to the TV.

Helmut, via Web User Forums

How can I get rid of an outline
when streaming to my TV?

MEDIA STREAMING

when I start writing an email and put the

initial letter (D, for example) of the

recipient, I get a lot of suggestions such

as ‘donotreply@**.**’ and similar, which I

don’t want.

Also, as soon as I write an email

address on an outgoing email, it finds its

way into the address book.

I’ve been through Tools, Options and

Account Settings several times, but I

can’t find anything helpful about the

address book.

Chris, via Web User Forums

AYou can do this by going back into

Tools and Options. Click

Composition, go to the Addressing tab

and untick the ‘Automatically add

outgoing e-mail addresses to my:’ box. If

Try downloading the latest version of Alley
19 to solve problems with the display

You can control which addresses are added
to your Thunderbird contacts in Tools

Get tips and advice on how to extend your
wireless range on Virgin Media’s Help pages
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GENERAL PC

How do I move folders from
the Taskbar to the Start
menu?

QThe link to My Computer, including

my C: drive and DVD drive, used to

be in the column on the right-hand side

of the Start Menu, along with

Documents, Games, Control Panel and so

on. However, a couple of weeks ago, it

disappeared. Following a reboot, it is

now showing in the Taskbar next to the

clock in the right-hand corner. How can I

move it back to the Start menu?

Slickstar, via Web User Forums

ARight-click the Start Menu, go to

Properties, then Customise. In XP,

put a tick in the My Computer box. In

Windows 7, under Computer, make sure

‘Display as a link’ is selected.

Joe_London, via Web User Forums

SOFTWARE

Can I recover deleted
pictures?

QDoes anyone know how I can

recover photos that have been

deleted? They’re all JPEG format. I

accidently deleted the folder about a

month ago, but have only just realised. I

thought I’d recovered them, but they

won’t open.

Aja007, via Web User Forums

A I presume you’ve already tried your

Recycle Bin. If the folder’s there,

select it and click ‘Restore this item’. If

it’s not, you could try a free program

such as Restoration (bit.ly/resto302),

which lets you undelete files. I would

then save the recovered files to a USB

drive or other removable media.

Because it’s over a month since you

deleted them, the files may have been

written over, which may be why you can’t

find or open them.

Difarn, via Web User Forums

QCan someone explain the

difference between Xvid and DivX

video files? Do I need to burn these

files to CDs as ISO files?

Xymalf, via Web User Forums

AXvid and DivX are both video-

compression formats that shrink

the size of video files to make them

easier to upload to the internet and

more transportable, especially for

portable media players, mobile phones

and tablets.

The main difference is that Xvid is an

open-source standard, whereas DivX is

owned by the Rovi corporation (www.

rovicorp.com, formerly Macromedia).

You don’t need to burn them as ISO

files. If you have them as files on your

What is the
difference between
Xvid and DivX?

VIDEO

you can’t see this option, you may be

running an older version of Thunderbird.

Update it at bit.ly/thunder302.

Difarn, via Web User Forums

SOFTWARE

What’s a PPT file?

QDoes anyone know what a PPT file

is and how I open one?

Jimindigo, via Web User Forums

A It’s a PowerPoint presentation file,

from the Microsoft Office suite. If

you don’t have Office, or can’t afford it,

you can download and install a free

PowerPoint reader from bit.ly/office302.

Bazzab, via Web User Forums

NETWORKING

Why does my connection
keep dropping?

QMy BT Home Hub router works

perfectly for all my wireless devices,

including phones and laptops. But my

Windows 7 PC loses its connection at

least every other day, despite being

connected to the Home Hub via an

Ethernet cable. I can fix it easily

enough by disabling and re-enabling

the router, but I don’t understand

what’s causing it.

Dprovi, via Web User Forum

AMake sure the driver for your

network adapter is up to date. You

can get the latest drivers from the

manufacturer’s website. If that doesn’t

improve things, try uninstalling your

Ethernet adapter, then rebooting your

PC. Windows will then install the correct

driver.

Difarn, via Web User Forums

PowerPoint presentations can be opened
with Microsoft Office

PC, you can just burn them to a CD or

DVD as you would with any normal file.

Newer operating systems may play

these files natively in the standard

video player. However you may need a

codec to play them on an older

system. A popular player that will play

both types of files, and many others,

is VLC, available from www.videolan

.org/vlc.

TheTechGuy, via Web User Forums

Ethernet cable. I can fix it easily

AMake sure the driver for your

Ethernet cable. I can fix it easily

enough by disabling and re-enabling

the router, but I don’t understand

what’s causing it.

Dprovi, via Web User Forum

If you’re having trouble with your
network adapter, consider getting an
up-to-date driver from the
manufacturer

DivX is a video compressor owned by
Rovi. Xvid does that same job, but it is
open source

Check the Recycle Bin for deleted files and
restore them to their original location
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EMAIL

Oversized images in emails

Q I use Outlook Express in Windows

XP for sending and receiving

emails. Lately, the attached images I

receive have been so enormous that

only a fragment of the original image is

shown and I have to use the vertical and

horizontal scrollbars to see the rest of

the picture. The images I send are

complete and not over-enlarged

fragments.

When I click the Attach icon at the top

of an outgoing email, the Insert

Attachment menu appears, but there

doesn’t seem to be an option to resize.

I’ve tried sending an outgoing

attachment copied to myself, but that

also came out over-sized, so it seems the

fault lies in my email.

Leslie Godfrey, via email

AWhen you view digital photos in

Windows Explorer, photo viewers

and image-editing software, the image

is automatically resized to fit the window

or the screen. You may not realise how

large images actually are. A camera or

phone with a 2-megapixel sensor can

take photos that are too big to fit on a

1,024 x 768 pixel screen. They won’t

even fit on a 1,280 x 1,024 pixel display.

Outlook Express is unable to resize

images, so it displays them at their

original size, but if you have a high-

resolution screen, or email software or

webmail that automatically resizes

photos, they will look fine.

If you receive a photo you can’t view

in Outlook Express, save it to your hard

drive and double-click it in an Explorer

window. This will automatically show the

image resized to fit your screen.

Unless you need to send photos full

size, because the recipient wants to

print them, shrink them before emailing

them. In a Windows Explorer window,

select a photo and click the Email link

on the left. Windows will offer to shrink

it and attach it to an Outlook Express

email.

GENERAL PC

Partitioning my PC

Q I’m upgrading my PC and have

been advised to divide my hard

drive into two separate partitions: one

for the operating system and the other

for everything else. Can you please

advise me how to do this and how large

each partition should be?

Jim, via email

AWindows 7 needs to be installed in

a partition that’s at least 20GB.

Some people choose to also install their

essential software on this partition, in

which case you’ll need more space – up

to 75GB or so should be plenty.

If you haven’t already done so, install

Windows as normal. If you’ve been

using Windows for a while, run Disk

Defragmenter (from Programs,

Accessories, System Tools). Right-click

Computer and choose Manage. Under

Storage, click Disk Management. There

are two sections: the top is a list of

drives and partitions in your PC, the

bottom is a graphical display of the

same information.

Disk 0 is the disk that contains

Windows. It will have a large section

labelled C:. This is where Windows is

installed. Right-click it and select Shrink

Volume. After a few seconds, a window

will show the total size of the C: drive

and the amount it can be shrunk by. You

don’t have to use the suggested figure.

Instead, you can just manually enter the

size you want.

After a few seconds you’ll see that C:

is now smaller. There’ll be a new

partition after it, that’s roughly the size

you specified, which is marked as

unallocated. This means it’s not being

used for anything. Right-click it in the

lower half of the Computer Management

window and select New Simple Volume.

A wizard appears and asks you to

Q I have an HP DeskJet 3050

printer. When I try to print a

document, it only prints alternate

pages. A friend of mine also has this

problem with the same printer. I am

wondering if it’s a known fault?

A. Whyman, via email

A It’s not a fault, you just need to

change the settings. Click Start,

‘Devices and Printers’, right-click the

printer and select ‘Printer properties’.

Click Preferences on the General tab,

then Advanced on the Layout tab of

the next window. Expand all the

sections and click ‘Pages to Print’. If it

is set to print odd or even pages, set it

to Print All Pages.

If it still prints alternate pages, then

the software is at fault. Some

programs, such as Microsoft Word,

have an option in the Print window to

print only odd or even pages. This lets

you print the odd pages, put the

paper back in the printer face down,

then print the even pages on the back.

My printer misses
pages

HARDWARE

If your printer only prints odd or even
pages, check the settings for both the
printer and the software

Make digital photos smaller before you
send them in an email
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Corrupted Outlook files

QWhen I use Microsoft Outlook, the

spell-check window does not

display properly. Some buttons are

missing and the window frame outline is

incomplete. If a person requests a mail

receipt, the window does not appear

properly. Sometimes the address-book

window is corrupt, with the window

frame invisible. When I click a spot

where a button should be, the frame of

the window and the buttons sometimes

return as normal.

My PC is in good shape. I regularly use

CCleaner (www.piriform.com/ccleaner)

and AVG PC TuneUp (bit.ly/avgtu302). I

uninstalled Office 2010 and re-installed it

without any luck.

John Ingram, via email

ATry starting Outlook in Safe Mode.

This prevents anything from

loading that might cause a problem,

such as add-ons, custom settings and so

on. Go to the Start menu and find

Outlook. Hold down the Ctrl key while

clicking Outlook to start it in Safe Mode.

Or click Start and type: outlook.exe
/safe.

A more permanent fix may be to

delete the section of the Registry that

stores all the Microsoft Office settings.

Deleting the key will erase your email

enter the size. It’s set to the maximum

by default, which is fine because you

want to use all the space. Click Next and

a drive letter can be assigned. Pick any

you like. When you’re prompted to

format the new partition, you’ll be given

a choice of FAT, FAT32 and NTFS.

Choose FAT32 if you want a partition

that can be shared with Linux, otherwise

NTFS is best. Click Next and Finish.

The new partition looks just like

another hard disk and is ready to use

straight away. Go to Start, Computer

and double-click it to open an Explorer

window. It’s empty, so use it for

whatever you like.

NETWORKING

Boosting Wi-Fi security

Q I use two Netgear DGN2000

routers at home. One is upstairs

connected by Ethernet to my PC and

sends out a Wi-Fi signal. The other is in

bridging mode downstairs sending the

Wi-Fi signal to a laptop and an iPad.

Unfortunately, these routers can only

use WEP security when set up like this.

Are there any other routers that can use

WPA or WPA2 security in this bridging

configuration?

Norman McAllister, via email

A Is it possible to move your router?

One better-positioned router may

give you better

service than two.

Software such as

Ekahau

HeatMapper

(bit.ly/heat302)

maps the Wi-Fi

signal strength

around your home

and shows any

blackspots.

If another device is

necessary, you could

match your router

with a Wi-Fi range

extender. We’ve

reviewed a selection

of extenders in

our Group Test on

page 24.

Q I am the website administrator

for a cricket league with 80

teams and 400 officials. In 2011, I put

all my contact details into GMX

webmail. First, I had problems sending

out emails to groups of 100 or more

because GMX suspected it was spam.

In August, I wanted to send an email

to the 22 clubs whose games had

been abandoned due to rain, but the

spamming restriction prevented it.

Considering that email companies

can work out whether emails are junk

or not on receipt, why can’t they do the

same on posting? A quick look at the

email subject and content would have

shown that it was unlikely to be spam.

Alternatively, why can’t innocent users

such as clubs and office secretaries be

allowed a maximum of, say, 500

messages? GMX is useless to me now

and I can only use it as an address

book.

Jo Morley, via email

AAll email services limit the

number of messages sent so

they can’t be used to send spam. With

so many teams and officials to send

messages to, you should consider

using an email service dedicated to

this kind of thing. MailChimp

(mailchimp.com) lets you have up to

2,000 subscribers and you can send

out 12,000 emails a month for free.

Alternatively, Your Mailing List

Provider (ymlp.com) lets you have up

to 1,000 contacts for free. Both

services offer more emails, more

contacts and more features with

paid-for accounts.

Mass emails aren’t
always spam

EMAIL

If you want to email lots of newsletters
use a dedicated service like MailChimp

account settings, so if you don’t know

your username, mail server URL and

other details, go into Outlook settings

first and write them all down.

Click Start and type regedit. In the

left pane, right-click:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\

Microsoft\Office

Select Export. Make sure the ‘Export

range’ is set to ‘Selected branch’ and

save the file to your Desktop. Double-

clicking this file will undo changes if

anything goes wrong.

Right-click the Office key and delete

it. Now run Outlook and other Office

programs to recreate the key.

Corrupt templates can cause odd

problems, too. Click Start, type

%appdata% and open AppData/

Roaming/Microsoft/Templates. Delete

any files with .dotm extensions.

A Wi-Fi range
extender can
boost the
wireless network
signal and
eliminate
blackspots

Use Windows Disk Management to
partition your hard drive

Export Office’s Registry keys before
deleting them
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files of reasonable quality, or 90 for

larger, better quality images.

Back in the convert window, click the

Browse button next to Output Folder,

select Desktop (or another temporary

space) and Create Folder. Give it a name

(Email or Temp, for example). Tick Use

Advanced Options, then click the

Advanced Options button. Tick the box

on the Resize tab and make sure

Preserve Aspect Ratio is ticked and

Smart Cropping is unticked. Click ‘Pick a

Standard Size’ and select ‘800 x 600’ to

email small images or ‘1024 x 768’ to

email larger ones. Click OK and Convert.

Now you can attach the photos

you’ve converted individually or zip

them into a compressed folder from

your right-click menu’s ‘Send to’ option.

Batch-rename files
Suppose you have transferred photos

from your camera and they have names

like P899202.JPG. You’d probably rather

they were called ‘Holiday01.jpg’ and so

on. Navigate to the folder containing the

photos and press Ctrl+A to select them

all. Click Tools, then Batch Rename

Selected Images. Click inside

the Template box, delete

whatever is there and type

Holiday##, then click

Rename. The hash signs are

replaced with numbers, so

you get 01, 02 and so on up

to 99. Add another hash to

go up to 999.

Working with
thumbnails
When you view a folder of

photos as thumbnails, you

can click and drag to rearrange the

order. You might want to put your

favourite photos first, for example.

Because thumbnail images are so

small, it can be hard to tell whether

they are identical or not. To properly

compare them, select the two photos

and press ‘P’.

Set the print resolution
Digital photos are composed of

thousands of pixels (dots of colour). If

a photo 1,000 pixels wide is printed at

100 dots per inch (DPI) it would be 10

inches wide because 10 x 100 is 1,000.

At 200 dots per inch it would be five

inches wide (200 x 5) and so on. So

by changing the DPI setting of a

photo, you can change the size of a

print without having to stretch or

compress it. Select a photo and click

Edit, Resize/Resample. Select Print

size and choose a resolution from the

list. Higher numbers result in images

that are sharper but smaller in size. A

setting of 300 DPI is best for printing.

Fixing problems
Image Viewer creates databases to

store information, which are updated

as you use the program. If you are

having problems with the software,

these databases may have become

corrupted. The easiest way to fix them

is to delete them, so the databases

can be rebuilt from scratch.

Click Start, type %appdata% and

delete the files in AppData/Roaming/

FastStone/FSIV. If that doesn’t work,

uninstall and reinstall the software.

Image Viewer’s own uninstaller

removes almost everything. Just go

into AppData/Roaming afterwards

and delete the FastStone folder.

Reinstall the software and it should fix

any problems you were having.

TOP TIPS FOR FASTSTONE IMAGEVIEWER

F
astStone’s website offers

Image Viewer in several

versions, including an

installable option and a portable

one. The portable version does not

make any changes to Windows and

keeps all its files within its own

Installable and portable versions

Resize images for email
Digital photos can be very large so,

unless your email recipient needs the

original images, you should resize

them. FastStone Image Viewer is

particularly good at this.

If you have email software installed

on your PC, there’s an Email tool in

Image Viewer’s File menu, which will

resize your pictures and automatically

load them into a draft message.

If you use webmail, you’ll have to

do this manually. In Image Viewer,

browse to the folder containing the

photos you want to email. Click the

first image to select it, hold down the

Ctrl key and click any other images

you want to include.

In Tools, click Batch Convert

Selected Images. The list on the left

shows all the files in the folder, while

the Input List on the right shows the

images you want to convert. Choose

the file format you require from the

drop-down menu next to Output

Format. JPEG is a good choice for

emailing photos. Click Settings and

set the quality to 80 if you want small

Our team of experts share their top tips for
FastStone Image Viewer (www.faststone.org)

folder – you could even run it from a

USB memory drive. If you want the

software on your PC, put it on your

Desktop where it’s easy to access.

This also makes the program easier to

uninstall because you simply drag the

folder to the Recycle Bin and it’s gone.
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and a much larger mechanical drive for

storing data, such as documents, photos,

videos and downloads.

How to... Install and set up an SSD
An SSD can significantly boost the speed of your PC.
Wayne Williams shows you how to install one

What to buy
SSDs come in a range of sizes from 16GB

up to 512GB. This is likely to be much

smaller than the hard drive on your

computer, so you won’t be able to

perform a like-for-like swap. Also, the

MLC (Multi-Level Cells) memory chips

that make up an SSD can only be written

to a set number of times (typically

around 10,000), so you don’t want to

use your SSD for storing data that

needs to be regularly changed and

updated, as this will shorten its life.

The best arrangement is to have two

drives inside your PC: an SSD for your

operating system and installed programs;

Solid-State Drives (SSDs) are
becoming increasingly popular
because they have several

benefits over traditional mechanical
hard drives. Because they use flash
memory – like USB memory drives
and the memory cards in cameras
and phones – installing Windows on
an SSD gives you much quicker boot
times and noticeably faster read
and write speeds. SSDs are
also impressively resistant
to shocks, knocks and
vibrations, because
they don’t have any
moving parts. This also
makes them silent. The
downsides are that they
have a more limited
lifespan, smaller capacities
and are significantly more
expensive.

The Corsair Performance Series Pro 256GB
came top in our recent Group Test of SSDs
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Using an SSD in tandem with a

mechanical drive also means you can get

away with buying a smaller, cheaper

model. A 64GB SSD (which costs you

around £60) will probably be fine, but

choosing a 128GB model (expect to pay

around £80) is a more practical option

that gives you plenty of leeway.

If you really don’t want a second,

mechanical drive, then 128GB is the

absolute minimum you should consider

for an SSD-only system. A 256GB model

(which costs around £150) would be a

better option.

As with buying memory, it’s worth

spending a little extra on a drive from a
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memory specialist like Corsair or Crucial,

to ensure you get something that’s

reliable. Check our last Group Test of

SSDs (Issue 299, bit.ly/issue299) for

more buying information or check out

our best buy on page 30.

Once you’ve bought your SSD, you’ll

need to install it into your PC. Our Mini

Workshop below shows you how.

Perform a thorough back-up of your

computer first, just in case you encounter

any problems.

Install Windows
Once you’ve got your new SSD inside

your computer, the next step is to get

Windows installed on it. You have two

options here. The easiest method is to

use your drive’s cloning software to

transfer your OS and any installed

software from your old drive onto the

new one (you can also use free third-

party tools for the job). This ensures that

all the software you use is ready and set

up just how you like it. However, because

of the smaller capacity on an SSD, you

could find it fills up before everything has

installed. To avoid this, you should install

Windows from scratch, then add the

programs you need individually and

configure them as you go. Although this

will take a lot longer, you’re less likely to

encounter any problems.

Before you install Windows, you’ll need

to check that the Advanced Host

Controller Interface, which has all the

features needed for an SSD, is turned on

in the BIOS. Power up your computer,

follow the instructions to load Setup and

look for an AHCI option. While you’re in

the BIOS, ensure that the SSD is set as

the primary boot hard drive (assuming

you have more than one hard drive

installed).

Once Windows is up and running, you’ll

want to redirect folders like Documents,

Pictures, Music and Videos to your

secondary drive. In Windows 7, click

Start, type libraries into the search

box and click the Libraries entry that

appears in the menu. Right-click a library,

such as Documents, and select

Properties. Click the ‘Include a folder’

button. Browse to your second

(mechanical) drive, create a new folder

somewhere and call it ‘documents’.

Select it and click the ‘Include folder’

button. Now select the existing Library

locations, click Remove and click OK.

Repeat this process for each of the

other libraries (Photos, Music and Video)

on your computer.

1Solid-State Drives are designed to fit

into 2.5in laptop drive bays. Desktop

PCs use larger bays, so you’ll need a

3.5in adapter. How the adapter fits into

a spare bay will depend on the design

of your computer chassis, but you can

usually just slide it in and secure it with

screws.

2Locate a spare SATA power cable and

plug it into the back of the SSD. 1 It

only fits in one way and will click when

it’s in place. Your motherboard, or the

drive itself, should come with a spare

SATA data cable, but if not you can pick

one up for less than a pound. Plug one

end of this cable into your SSD, alongside

the power connector. 2

3Plug the other end of the data

cable into a spare SATA socket on

your motherboard. 1 Use a SATA 3

port if your computer has one, as they

offer faster transfer rates (up to 6Gbps)

making them ideal for SSDs. If you’re

not sure what SATA ports your board

has, check the manual or go to the

manufacturer’s website.

MINI WORKSHOPMINI WORKSHOP ❘ Install an SSD in a desktop computer

When you’ve installed your SSD, make sure
AHCI is enabled in your BIOS settings

Move your data folders to a mechanical
hard drive

1 1

2



AOMEI PARTITION ASSISTANT
5.0 HOME EDITION
bit.ly/aomei302

AOMEI’s free partitioning software

does everything you’d expect from a

partitioning program, but it can also

copy your OS from a mechanical hard

drive to a Solid-State Drive.

TWEAK-SSD FREE
bit.ly/tweak302

This program suggests changes you

can make to get the best performance

from your SSD and lets you adjust

various settings with a single click.

AS SSD BENCHMARK
www.alex-is.de

This tool performs a variety of read and

write speed tests on your SSD so you

can tell how fast it is. The page is in

German but the software is in English.

SSD LIFE FREE
ssd-life.com

This program provides data about your

SSD and attempts to determine its

life-span, based on the type of drive

and how intensively it’s used.

FREE SSD TOOLS
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Some useful upgrades to
consider
If your motherboard doesn’t offer SATA

3, consider upgrading to a new one that

does. You’ll definitely notice a difference

in speed, which is what upgrading to an

SSD is all about. Bear in mind that

changing your motherboard might mean

you have to upgrade your CPU at the

same time and, depending on the age of

your PC, your memory and graphics card,

which could get expensive. Carry out a

little research beforehand and decide

whether or not it’s worth the extra cost.

You can run Windows XP quite happily

on a Solid-State Drive, but we’d advise

you to upgrade to Windows 7 or 8,

because the newer operating systems

support a command called TRIM. This

maintains optimum write performance

and prevents fragmentation by

reorganising your data and erasing junk

after it’s deleted.

Never defragment your SSD
You probably defrag your hard drive on a

regular basis. An SSD doesn’t need

defragging, and regularly moving data

around the drive can reduce its life span.

Windows will disable the built-in

defragging tool by default, but you

should avoid installing any third-party

drive-optimisation programs. Some

defragging tools offer special SSD modes,

but these are also unnecessary. See our

Mini Workshop below to turn off other

unnecessary drive activities in Windows.

1Windows performs a lot of

background drive-writing that you

should disable. To turn off virtual

memory, right-click Computer and

select Properties. Click the ‘Advanced

system settings’ link, 1 then the

Advanced tab. 2 Under Performance,

click Settings, 3 then the Advanced

tab 4 and Change. 5

2Untick the box to ‘Automatically

manage paging file size for all drives’,
1 select C: 2 in the list of drives (this

should be your SSD) and select the ‘No

paging file’ option. 3 Click Set. 4 Ignore

the warning that appears and click OK.

Next, select your second (mechanical)

drive, click ‘System managed size’ 5 and

click Set.

3Windows indexes the contents of

your hard drive, which can cause

problems with an SSD. Click Start and

type index into the box. Launch

Indexing Options. Click Advanced, 1

then ‘Select new’. 2 Browse to your

mechanical hard drive. Make sure you

select the drive root (not a folder or

subfolder) and click OK.

MINI WORKSHOPMINI WORKSHOP ❘ Reduce unnecessary drive activity

NEXT ISSUE HowTo... TurnanoldPC intoaTVhard-disk recorder
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BROADBAND DEALS
Call or click to get this fortnight’s top broadband deals

Package Monthlyprice
Contract
length

Download
speed

Allowance
First-year

cost*
Call

1 PlusnetValueBroadband

&Evening+Weekendcalls

– 12monthshalf price

3.24 12months 16Mbps 10GBper

month

£38.88 0800083 2357

2 TalkTalkEssentials:

UnlimitedBroadband&

Evening+Weekendcalls

– 12monthshalf price

£3.25 12months 14Mbps Unlimited £39.00 0800083 2357

3 SkyTrulyUnlimited

BroadbandwithTalk

Freetime (Evening+

Weekendcalls)

£10

(£5 for six

months)

12months 14Mbps Unlimited £90.00 0800083 2357

4 PrimusMaxPhone

Broadband&Evening+

Weekendcalls

£8.99 18months 15Mbps Unlimited** £107.88 0800083 2357

5 OrangeBroadband

&Off-Peakcalls

+£40M&SVoucher

£10

(£5 for current

Orange/T-Mobile

customers)

12months 14Mbps Unlimited** £120.00 0800083 2357

6 VirginClassicCollection –

Broadband, TV+

Weekendcalls

£18

(£9 for six

months)

18months 30Mbps Unlimited** £162.00 0800083 2357

7 BTMoreBroadband&

Evening+WeekendCalls

+£50Sainsbury’sVoucher

£18

(£9 for three

months)

18months 16Mbps 40GBper

month

£189.00 0800083 2357

8 UnlimitedBroadband&

Evening+Weekendcalls

withBT Infinity 2

Broadband+£50

Sainsbury’sVoucher

£26

(£20 for

threemonths)

18months 76Mbps Unlimited £294.00 0800083 2357

9 BTTVUnlimited&

BroadbandandAnytime

Calls +£25Sainsbury’s

Voucher

£25.50 12months 16Mbps 10GBper

month

£346*** 0800083 2357

10 SkyTVExtraUnlimited:

TrulyUnlimitedBroadband

withSky+TV&Evening

+Weekendcalls

+£100M&SVoucher

£34

(£26.50 for

sixmonths)

12months 14Mbps Unlimited £363.00 0800083 2357

4 October 2012 73Find broadband help at forum.webuser.co.uk

Terms&conditionsapply–see ISP sites fordetails
*First-year cost doesnot include line rental. Cost is calculatedatmonthlyprice x 12with all introductoryoffers subtracted. Additional charges incurredoutsideof free inclusive calls not included in
first-year cost.
**Fair-usageor restrictionpolicy applies.
*** £40 set-up feeapplies.
Data suppliedbywww.broadbandgenie.co.uk. Correct as of 25 September 2012
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COMPETITIONCOMPETITION

WIN 1OF 3
D-Link ShareCenter DNS-320L
This NAS (Network-attached Storage) drive

lets you transfer data at Gigabit speeds, so

you can quickly access music, videos and

photos anywhere in your home. It also has a

UPnP Media Server, so you can stream media

to compatible players. To enter, email

webusercomp@dennis.co.uk with ‘sharecenter’ in

the subject line. For more info visit www.dlink.co.uk.

COMPETITION

WIN!
Broadway T2 TV streamer
The Broadway T2 wireless TV streamer

connects to your Freeview TV aerial and

streams live TV wirelessly to your

iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. You can

watch live TV on your home Wi-Fi

network or stream it anywhere in the world. To

enter, email webusercomp@dennis.co.uk with ‘broadway’ in

the subject line. For more info visit www.pctvsystems.com.

Get £20 off Serif’s MoviePlus X6

WORTH£169.99

TOP TIP
2-for-1 at Burger
King
www.burgerking.co.uk/

offers

Sign up to Burger King’s

offers and you’ll receive

the latest downloadable

vouchers, which include

2-for-1 Whopper and

Chicken Royale burgers,

and free coffee with any

purchase. You can use

them any day until 30

October, but check the

terms and conditions.

TOP TIP
Get the latest
Poundland deals
www.poundland.co.uk/

top-tips

Poundland’s Top Tips

page is regularly updated

with seasonal offers and

you can now buy items in

the Autumn Planting and

Halloween sections. You

can also sign up to the

newsletter. There are more

offers on its Facebook

page (www.facebook

.com/poundland).

££

ABOUT SERIF MOVIEPLUS X6
Serif’s MoviePlus is a powerful, easy-to-use program with

professional editing tools and studio-quality effects to help

you create stunning

movies in minutes. Burn

HD videos to Blu-ray or

DVD, or upload your

movies to the web and

share them with friends

and family.

MoviePlus X6 includes

QuickMovie Studio, a new

feature for creating

movies in an instant. You

can select from one of 20

professionally designed

themes, perfect for

weddings, birthdays and

more, and import your

videos and photos. Each

theme contains customisable titles and credits with

matching transitions and effects. Music can be added, too

– just select your own or choose from a library of tracks in

the program.

USUAL PRICE: £61.27
OFFER PRICE: £41.27

OFFER DETAILS
To buy MoviePlus X6 for £41.27, visit www.serif.com/

movieplus and enter the code WEBUSER20OFF at

checkout. Offer expires on 3 November 2012.
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Serif has teamed up with Web User to offer every reader £20 off
its video-editing software MoviePlus X6 £20

OFF!






